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This study examined the influences of a variety of verbal and non-verbal

strategies on the language acquisition of six fourth grade ESL students in a

discipline-based art education classroom. The art teacher/researcher spoke only

English, and the students spoke Spanish almost exclusively. The art instruction

occurred during eighteen 30 minute sessions, over a period of five months. The

program involved the whole language approach, collaborative/cooperative learning, and

the study of art concepts through verbal and graphic symbol cue cards and images of

art works. Data were amassed from transcripts of video recordings, student and

teacher interviews, and reflective notes. This study showed highly successful results

with student growth in language acquisition and comprehension of art concepts.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Education in many parts of the United States has been facing a dilemma.

All children have the right to a successful education within the public schools

but we cannot always supply a teacher who speaks the same language as the

children. School districts across the country are receiving large populations of

Spanish-speaking students, resulting in a demand for bilingual teachers greater

than the supply. The rapid growth of the Hispanic population in all states,

especially Texas (Banks, 1991), demands immediate attention to educational

practices for elementary school-age children.

Art education is an integral part of a complete education. However, most

teachers and certainly most art teachers are not bilingual in Spanish. For

example: the 1992-1993 figures for the Dallas ISD show only nine out of 138

art teachers speak Spanish, and only three of those nine are in elementary

schools (Wiggins, 1993). Therefore, art educators who work with

Spanish-speaking students must find the best strategies not only to teach art

content but also to improve language acquisition. It is timely to investigate
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effective art education programs for the non-English-speaking student in public

schools, specifically the student whose native language is Spanish.

Discipline-based art education (DBAE), a national trend in art education,

incorporates teaching strategies for the art curriculum which are highly verbal.

DBAE is a comprehensive approach to teaching visual art which is promoted

by the Getty Center for Education in the Arts. "DBAE calls for the integration

of ideas, skills, knowledge, and creative activity drawn from four art disciplines:

art production, art criticism, art history, and aesthetics. It requires the sequential

teaching of art using written curricula and instructional resources" (Loyacono,

1992, p. 19). Discipline-based art education embraces the study and discussion

of art works as an essential component of its program (Smith, 1987). The

visual image is central to DBAE and serves as a subject for verbal

communication. Because students' native culture should play a significant part

in teaching strategies (Retish and Kavanaugh, 1992), it is advisable to consider

images created by Mexican artists as a possible tool to reflect student heritage,

to instill pride, and to elicit communication.

The DBAE-trained teacher who works with ESL students is also

concerned with student growth in English proficiency, and the field of language

arts offers invaluable information to these educators. The concept of "whole

language" proposes a logical process of language teaching and learning
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(Goodman, K., Goodman, Y., & Hood, 1989; Fountas & Hannigan, 1989; Weaver,

1989; Newman, 1985). "Whole language teachers use a range of authentic, natural,

functional materials to build literacy. They integrate oral and written language

development with conceptual learning" (Goodman, K., 1989, p. xi). The emphasis

is language generated by the learner (Mandel, 1980). Another approach uses fine

literature to provide students a common experience about which to communicate.

For the DBAE art educator, the study of fine art is an appropriate substitute for

literature in order to provoke discussion among students who are developing both a

primary and secondary language. The whole language approach includes

cooperative learning which involves support and sharing within the learning group,

including the teacher. Social interaction is encouraged and emphasized (Johnson,

D., Johnson, R., & Holubec, 1991; Weaver, 1989), using a variety of grouping

patterns and many learning modalities (Jacobs, 1989).

This study used many strategies suggested in language arts: cooperative

learning, graphic symbols, visual images to stimulate communication, and the

opportunity to apply newly-acquired language. Cooperative learning seemed

especially appropriate for the subjects in this study because their native culture

supported interdependence and interaction. The art context was intended to

emphasize, rather than stifle, student collaboration to learn both English and also

basic art concepts.
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Statement of the Problem

Educators disagree on whether it is better to immerse ESL students in

English or wait until the students are literate in Spanish before teaching English

skills (Medina, 1991). Educators do agree that no matter which method is

used, students' respect for their native culture must be maintained and

developed. Whole language techniques offer a number of possible solutions for

teaching art content and ESL skills simultaneously. The possibilities include:

collaborative learning projects involving the students and teacher, art content

vocabulary written and spoken in Spanish and English, graphic symbols to

indicate art concepts, and high interest art images chosen from the students'

native heritage. This variety of strategies accommodates the learning styles that

any group of students may bring to a classroom. At the same time, students can

use communication skills from both their native Spanish and second-language

English to gain knowledge and experience in art content.

This study explores:

1. What observable results does the use of Mexican art works in

discipline-based art education have on the language acquisition of

ESL students?

2. How does the use of verbal and graphic symbol cue cards

contribute to communication between English as a Second
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Language students and a non-Spanish-speaking art teacher?

3. In what ways will whole language techniques, especially

cooperative learning, be effective with Spanish-speaking students

in a discipline-based art education classroom?

4. What benefits can be observed in language acquisition and art

content when ESL students communicate both verbally and

non-verbally?

In responding to these questions, this qualitative study employed discourse

analysis with the teacher as researcher. Each session with the subject group of

ESL students was video and/or audio taped for analysis and reference. The

teacher/researcher also used a journal for both immediate and reflective notes on

observations.

The population in this study was six fourth-grade students who showed

little or no understanding of English and tested out on level one of the Language

Assessment Survey used in their school. These students were members of the

same self-contained classroom, with an ESL teacher who spoke little or no

Spanish. This language barrier is typical in large public school districts because

of the scarcity of bilingual teachers. These students were chosen because they

were familiar with the researcher (who was their regular art teacher) and

because their schedule allowed time for this project.
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Instruction revolved around Mexican art works, to encourage students'

appreciation for their native culture. New vocabulary was necessary to discuss

the works. This new vocabulary was written by the students onto cards, in both

English and Spanish. Many of the terms were also drawn in graphic symbol

form. Students then referred to the cards as necessary for discussions. Students

and teacher collaborated on a mural which provided opportunity to use newly

acquired art terms. Many of the art terms were intended to be useful in other

content areas such as mathematics and social studies.

Data gathering involved video and audio recording, student art production,

and a research journal noting each session. The regular classroom teacher and

the bilingual aide who worked closely with these students provided additional

information. Data analysis combined discourse analysis from the recordings and

journal notes, a summary table, and interviews with the students and their

teacher.

Rationale and Significance

As the Spanish-speaking population in the United States continues to

grow faster than the availability of bilingual teachers, it is expedient to research

alternative ways to teach ESL students. Most art teachers are not bilingual and

yet they must communicate effectively with their ESL students. Blair (1982)

reminds us that if we do not change our approaches to language teaching, we
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will have continued failure. He suggests experimenting with more creative

methods and modifying when necessary. This study explores the possibilities of

using more creative methods.

Discipline-based art education is a dominant force in art education and

uses highly verbal strategies. In addition to studio activities, DBAE classrooms

integrate the study of art history, criticism and aesthetics through discussions of

important art works. When a language barrier exists, art teachers need research

information which will help them teach both art content and language

acquisition. The separate fields of art education, second-language acquisition

and general language arts education contain valuable insights based on solid

research. The educational needs of a growing Hispanic population mandate

research that will connect the knowledge among these fields. Krashen (1982)

explains the importance of using not only linguistic research but also intuition

which includes experience, reflection, introspection and informal observation.

This research study employs such intuitive methods.

It is only by using the child as our informant--by studying the

mental trips that he or she takes as a function of the curricular

experiences we provide--that we can judge whether a set of

instructional activities has achieved what we hoped. (Rowe &

Harste, 1986, p. 126).
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Limitations of the Study

The limitations of this study involve the subjects and the time factor.

Because it was essential to gain the cooperation of the regular ESL classroom

teacher in this project, the selection of students was left to the teacher's

discretion. The classroom teacher chose students who were performing poorly

in their academic studies. Only six students were selected, a small number from

which to draw general conclusions. The students were, by necessity, all from

the same school and the same general neighborhood. One student unexpectedly

checked out from school a week early, thereby eliminating the final informal

student interview.

Time was another limiting factor. The students' schedule allowed only a

30 minute allotment for each session, and that 30 minutes was during the

students' lunch/recess. This time limitation required special arrangements for the

students to eat lunch in ten minutes and to forego recess on the days they came

to the special art sessions. Thirty minutes was a very short time in which to

employ a variety of instructional strategies. Despite these limitations, the

students elected to come twice rather than once a week. Each time their class

went on a field trip, practiced for a program, or had a substitute teacher, the

students were unavailable for the art sessions. Both the students and the

teacher/researcher were called upon to be very flexible in planning times to meet.



CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The review of literature for this study will focus on four areas:

1) English as a second language, 2) the ESL student in art classes,

3) discipline-based art education, and 4) whole language using

collaborative/cooperative learning.

English as a Second Language for Hispanic Children

The extensive literature on the teaching and learning of English as a

second language has been written primarily over the past 25 years. Prior to the

1970's, general education literature shows little interest in the Hispanic student

except as a migrant family member. A few writings were published on the

subject of migrant education and barrio life by authors such as Sunderlin (1971)

and Achor (1978). They emphasized the danger of stereotypes and the need for

building self-esteem in Mexican American students attending public schools.

The Supreme Court ruling in the 1974 case of Lau versus Nichols

(Saville-Troike, 1976) firmly established the right of the non-English speaking

student to receive special provisions in public education. The Title VII program
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established the use of two languages for instruction, the student's native tongue

and English, and mandated the instruction include study of the student's native

culture (P. Tiedt & I. Tiedt, 1979). In, his First Lessons: A Report on

Elementary Education in America, Secretary of Education William Bennett

reaffirmed all American children have a right to an excellent education and all

need to learn to speak, read, and write English as soon as possible (1986). He

did not recommend specific methods, but rather left those to local authorities.

Educators may dispute which method is best, but can no longer dispute that

special provisions must be made for the non-English speaking student.

During the past decade, researchers have attended to the problems of

teaching language to the Hispanic ESL student. The only common practice was

the use of cultural experiences upon which to build English vocabulary (King,

1980). Specialists in ESL seem to agree that for the first few years in school,

students should receive content instruction in both native language and English,

defined as a bilingual program. At about fourth grade, students can make a

transition into a more heavily emphasized English program, known generally as

English as a Second Language (ESL). Difficulties arise when there are not

enough teachers fluent in two languages. According to Saville-Troike (1976),

anyone teaching non-English students must at least have a strong interest in

these students' educational growth, and respect and knowledge of multicultural

educational needs.
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Bilingual educators remind us ESL students come to school with the

same needs all children have, and with the same varieties of learning styles

(Thonis, 1976). The most effective ingredients in any ESL program are the

teacher's positive attitude and well-based expectations (Saville-Troike, 1973).

Although good teachers may instinctively use effective methods with ESL

students, teachers now have a solid body of research upon which to rely.

Bilingual educators are currently exploring many approaches to teaching

English. Recent developments support a communicative approach which

includes students working in groups, using authentic materials, integrating many

language skills at once, and the teacher as facilitator (Celce-Murcia, 1991). In

Teaching English as a Second Language or Foreign Language (Celce-Murcia,

1991), many of the authors support Krashen and Terrell's method, called the

Natural Approach, in which learners receive information slightly more difficult

than their development level (Larson-Freeman, 1991). In this approach, the

learner acquires language through an immediately useable message for problem

solving. Experiential language learning not only uses the Natural Approach,

engaging the brain in both analytic and holistic activities, but also teaches the

student how to learn (Eyring, 1991).

Many current language acquisition approaches emphasize integrating

content areas, especially social studies, science and math. Although the use of
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pictures prevails in teaching concrete and abstract concepts (Brinton, 1991),

there is no specific discussion on visual arts as a content area in the

afore-mentioned readings. Students may be encouraged to draw and paint, but

their activity is aimed at illustrating words or expressing feelings they cannot

verbalize (Franklin, 1989). To satisfy the void in art education for the ESL

student, the following statement holds true: "The key issue ... is the need to

develop appropriate curricula and materials which reflect the [content-based]

approach" (Snow, 1991, p. 326).

When students and teacher speak different languages, non-verbal

communication deserves extra attention. One non-verbal strategy is the use of

graphic symbols. Using symbols for communication has precedence among

many cultures, such as Native American Indians, but there is little research to

show specific results. There is the occasional report to the Bureau of Indian

Affairs (Leitka, 1975) describing the importance of using symbols to connect

native language with the teaching of English. In Great Britain, educators have

used the Bliss Symbol System, an international pictorial language, with students

experiencing speech difficulties (Hammond & Bailey, 1976). Almost two

decades ago, Kohl (1977) found pictorial symbols helpful in a classroom of

English, Spanish, Vietnamese and Chinese-speaking students. Although the use

of graphic symbols is common in everyday life, as with traffic control signs,
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little research regarding the effect of symbol usage appears in education.

Recent research in anthropology (Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 1992;

Velez-Ibanez, Gonzalez, & Amanti, 1992) has emphasized the importance in

understanding the different learning style of United States/Mexican children.

This style is often based on "confianza," a term designating the willingness to

exchange knowledge and assistance. Children brought up in a home atmosphere

of "confianza" would naturally learn better when allowed to work together

cooperatively. Velez-Ibanez and Greenberg (1992) not only see cooperative

learning systems as more compatible to U.S./Mexican cultural norms, but also

contributing to multiethnic relations and higher academic gains.

Cardenas (1993) lists current problems rampant in bilingual/ESL

programs. Among the problems relevant to this research study are: lack of

child-centered language activities, lack of vernacular native language usage, and

low levels of epectancy. According to Cardenas, another major stumbling block

is only 50% of ESL teachers speak Spanish. This percentage does not include

other teachers who work with ESL classes or the percentage would drop

dramatically lower.

Many authors (Rigg & Allen, 1989; Hudelson, 1989; Tiedt & Tiedt,

1979; DeAvila & Ulibarri, 1980; Thonis, 1976; Seal, 1991) stress common

strategies for teaching ESL students. Those strategies include starting from the
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child's interests, providing rich contexts which motivate communication, and

integration of content areas. A more recent trend is collaborative, or

cooperative, learning.

ESL Students in Art

Very little has been written specifically about ESL students learning art

as a content area. Stokrocki (1988, 1989) has been one of the few art education

leaders who has both called for more research in this area and completed studies

with students from cultures where standard English was not the primary

language. After studying a teacher in Rotterdam whose classes were made up

of many nationalities and cultures, Stokrocki (1989) draws conclusions for

intercultural art educators. These include emphasizing art as a form of

communication reinforcing simple art concepts through repetition, using art

examples from a student's native culture, using informal appraisal, and exploring

cooperative art studio projects. Stokrocki (1988) also addresses the needs of

minority students in the United States. Using Black and Hispanic inner city

children as subjects, she examined motivation, classroom behavior, interaction,

and evaluation. Stokrocki concluded that art teachers often overlook the

importance of interaction as they emphasize content. Interaction among

students, and between teacher and students, is important to students of many

minority cultures.
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Koroscik, Osman, and DeSouza (1988) cross culturally examined

subjects' abilities to understand works of art with American, Brazilian and

Egyptian students. The researchers determined that comprehension and retention

of art works depend largely on what aviewer brings to the experience from his

own cultural knowledge. The results of the study also show that verbal

responses to art help assure better understanding. McGuire (1984) and Stewig

(1989) also report favorably on the use of visual arts in language programs.

The National Art Education Association recently mailed Elementary Art

Programs: A Guide for Administrators (1992) to school principals. The

publication covers aspects of a strong art program, from art teacher

qualifications through sample floor plans for art rooms. There is no mention of

non-English speaking student populations, although the needs of "exceptional

children" are discussed.

The Texas Education Agency has acknowledged the potential of art

education for ESL students in its publication Art Education: Planning for

Teaching and Learning (about 1989). "Multicultural education in art includes

instructional strategies for enabling students to transcend verbal language

barriers by expressing their perceptions and ideas through art media and

materials" (p.77). There is no mention of the specific strategies for teaching

ESL students.
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The Dallas Independent School District is representative of major city

school districts with a large non-English speaking student population, especially

Hispanic students. During its most recent bilingual/ESL conference in April of

1993, among over 50 presentations, there was no mention of art as a content

area. Visual images are an integral part of bilingual/ESL programs but are

primarily used as illustrations for vocabulary words. Computer programs geared

to ESL student use, such as SuccessMaker from the Computer Curriculum

Corporation, offer no works of art and no art works representative of art forms

from minority cultures.

Although the DISD conference had a number of presentations on

interdisciplinary curriculum design for ESL classrooms, there was no

consideration of art as one of the disciplines which might enhance learning

English. Discussions with a number of presenters and teacher participants

indicated an interest in how art content might be used in ways other than

non-verbal self-expression for ESL students.

On a national scale, the 27th TESOL Conference (Teachers of English to

Speakers of Other Languages) published abstracts of hundreds of presentations

given during its 1993 session. Only one of those presentations dealt directly

with using the fine arts in ESL: "Art-Full ESL" (Cloud, 1993). Cloud

advocates that ESL students gain self confidence through their successes in
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learning how to draw, and stresses the importance of using fine art prints from

students' native culture because, as they acquire language, they also learn about

art.

Ovando and Collier (1985) and Cohen and Gainer (1976) described the

practice of using studio art projects to encourage ESL learners, as well as other

pre-literate learners, in personal expression. Although students may not be able

to write about their feelings, they can use drawings which express emotions in a

visual way. The possible benefits of integrating art into the curriculum are:

language acquisition through visual story telling, cross cultural understanding,

and a naturally high motivation tool. The authors mention that art allows the

teacher and students to exchange views. The understanding of "art" is limited

to child-created projects. There is no reference to DBAE practices of including

art history and criticism.

Another publication which connects ESL learning with art is Bassano and

Christison's (1981) Drawing Out: Second Language Acquisition Through

Student-Created Images. As indicated in the title, this compilation of activities

uses the studio processes of drawing, collage and painting to evoke spoken and

written responses from ESL students. The authors address grammar and

vocabulary reinforcement, and individual student expression of personal

situations.
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The Polaroid Corporation (1986) suggested activities for ESL learning

which are "contexts that allow the teacher full freedom to organize linguistic

content" (p. 49) using instant photography. Although a few art terms are

suggested in vocabulary usage, the primary goals are socialization and the

practice of controlled dialogues inspired by student photographs.

Discipline-Based Art Education

Discipline-based art education (DBAE) is a broad approach to teaching

visual art, not a specific curriculum. It includes the disciplines of art

production, art criticism, art history and aesthetics in a balanced integration. As

of 1992, 36 states have adopted art curriculum frameworks which reflect a

DBAE comprehensive approach (Loyacono, 1992). This has not been an

overnight philosophical change from the past emphasis of self-expression

through studio art. Rather, it has been a gradual change over the preceding 25

years, lead by educators such as Bruner, Eisner, Clark, Zimmerman, Greer, and

Gardner (Dobbs, 1988). Inherent to DBAE goals is that students be able to

clearly verbalize as well as visualize. Wilson (1986) emphasized the need for

thoughtful discussion and writing in effective DBAE classrooms.

The Getty Center for Education in the Arts has been a prime mover in

promoting research and disseminating information about DBAE to both

educators and legislators. In conjunction with the National Conference of State
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Legislatures, the Getty Foundation has published an excellent argument

supporting the necessity of arts curriculum based on the DBAE approach

(Loyacono, 1992). Although part of the rationale discussed how strong arts

programs provide opportunity for multicultural understanding, little was said

about DBAE for ESL students, other than, "The arts help develop nonverbal

skills such as perception, imagination, and creativity and also verbal skills such

as vocabulary, metaphorical language, and critical thinking" (p. 27). ESL

students are included with nontraditional students for "learning art as the

language which links observation to verbal skills" (p. 30).

Eyestone (1990) addresses the effects of verbal challenges from DBAE

for young students developing emerging language systems. She concludes

DBAE theory is consistent with emergent language developmental theory

because both can integrate the modes of communication including the nonverbal

modes of intonation, gesture and facial expression. Eyestone suggests using

visual resources relevant to the child's community to bring about multicultural

learning. Much of what is said regarding emergent language theory within

DBAE could be, or is, transferable to teaching ESL students.

Stokrocki (1988) challenges DBAE researchers who assume students are

literate in English. She also questions the frequent use of middle/high income

areas as sites of participant/observation research sponsored by the Getty. In the
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years since Stokrocki's comments, The Getty has expanded its sites to include

representation from all types of school districts, including many with large ESL

populations such as Dallas Independent School District. Stokrocki (1991) calls

for alternative strategies for teaching minority students. She suggests nonverbal

patterned teaching based on repetitive exercises, peer teaching, and cooperative

projects to accommodate concrete and polymodal learning styles prevalent in

minority cultures. Stokrocki does not devalue DBAE but rather cautions,

"When art teaching mainly emphasizes discipline or content, as in

discipline-based art education, the human processes of interaction and

socialization may be ignored. These processes can be vitally important to

children of minority cultures" (p. 108).

Whole Language and Collaborative Learning

Language acquisition involves the four skills of speaking, listening,

writing and reading, each accompanied by complex thought processes.

"Fostering language, then. . . depends heavily on adults' willingness to arrange

and change contexts for interacting and learning" (Genishi & Dyson, 1984, p.

3). A great deal has been published on a multitude of ways to arrange contexts

in order to better teach language. Mendel (1980) states that types of language

approaches can be categorized into the following main groups: the competency

based approach which uses diagnostic, prescriptive and evaluative tools; the

heritage approach which is student centered and literature based; and the process
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oriented approach which emphasizes the use of language for communication

generated by the the learner.

Since the late 1980's, the whole language movement has been advocated

by many language educators. Yetta Goodman (1989) traced the roots of this

movement as far back as the sixteenth century, and notes the contributions and

influences on whole language as it exists today. Goodman explains whole

language in terms of the learner, the teacher and language. The focus is on the

learner as actively involved and immersed in the learning experiences, with the

teacher as a co-learner. This view of language is based on twentieth-century

scientific research, with great respect for the learner's vernacular language.

Goodman stresses the importance of constant re-evaluation of the whole

language movement in order to maintain its dynamic and holistic qualities.

"Whole language teachers use a range of authentic, natural, functional

materials to build literacy. They integrate oral and written language

development with conceptual learning" (Goodman, K., 1989, p. xi). Weaver

(1990) elaborates further on how to practice whole language as a philosophy

rather than a specific approach. She states that teachers should copy parents'

interaction with their small children to stimulate the "natural" acquisition of

language. Teachers should also recognize that students learn by engaging in

communication rather than by direct teaching, especially when that

communication involves authentic purposes. Stokrocki (1988) emphasized the
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importance of interaction when teaching minority students when she stated:

There is not enough emphasis on the importance of dialogue,

especially the role of non-verbal communication, with students of

minority cultures. Dialogue denotes an exchange of ideas where

teachers, as well as students, learn each other's language, needs,

interests, tactile and gestural motions, narrative preferences,

non-verbal signals, and lifestyles. (p. 108)

Oral language assumes greater prominence in whole language classrooms than

in traditional classrooms (Fountas & Hannigan, 1989). Teachers and students

share the responsibility for learning, which requires social interaction and

cooperation.

Tierney (1986) analyzes the functions of reading and writing to include

discovery, experiencing the aesthetic, collaboration, and momentum for further

learning. The author reminds educators to approach literacy with purpose-based

logic, an important tenet of whole language. Rowe and Harste (1986) also

believe that literacy activities should encourage social interaction, in order that

"transmediation" (meanings in one kind of communication leading into another

kind of communication) occur. These authors include art as one of the systems

of communication. Newton (in press, 1994) stresses the importance of whole

language in the young child's learning about art, using a wide variety of teaching

strategies.
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Collaborative/Cooperative Learning.

Because cooperative, or collaborative, learning is one of the basic tenets

of whole language, it is included in this section of the review of literature.

Collaborative learning, simply put, is working together toward a shared goal.

"The basic elements of cooperative learning are positive interdependence,

individual accountability, face-to-face interaction, cooperative skills, and group

processing" (Johnson, D., Johnson, R., & Holubec; 1991, p. 1:2). Although

some authors separate collaborative from cooperative learning, most give similar

characteristics to both processes. Articles by Deering and Meloth (1990);

Jongsa (1990); Smith, C. (1989); Chang and Wells (1987); and Watson (1987)

all discuss the important effects that collaborative/cooperative techniques have

on language learning.

ESL literature has kept pace with the whole language movement; many

authors promote the same philosophy and processes. As long ago as 1940,

before the term "ESL" was coined, Cole wrote about combining the arts,

movement activities, and journal writing in her classroom of non-English

speaking fourth and fifth graders. More recently, Gonzales and Grubbs (1989)

published activities designed for Chapter One and migrant education students

using collaborative learning for increased success. Rigg and Allen (1989) state

principles for learning language which relate to whole language and
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collaborative learning: students participate in activities which they choose;

English develops globally, not linearly; and English develops best in rich

contexts.

Authors who have a special interest in the ESL student and who advocate

cooperative learning include Wallace (1989) and Eyring (1991). Brinton (1991)

emphasizes the use of a variety of media in cooperative learning projects.

Celce-Murcia (1991) describes using the "communicative approach" so that

students work in groups, on authentic materials, to integrate their language

skills. The Natural Approach to language acquisition developed by Krashen

(1982) is compatible with the whole language philosophy of cooperative

learning. Krashen reminds educators that a child with a good attitude and

strong confidence will naturally acquire a second language faster.

Collaborative/cooperative learning promotes positive attitudes and confidence.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

A qualitative research methodology suggested by Stokrocki (1990),

naturalistic research, describes and interprets human behavior using both planned

methods and methods which emerge as they are needed. Such research is

intended to take place in a "natural" setting and involves the view point of more

than one authority in order to gain acccess to layers of meaning. The

Triangulated Inquiry Method (Sevigny, 1988) advocates obtaining information

directly from three involved sources for a comprehensive view in research. This

study combined some aspects of naturalistic research with Triangulated Inquiry.

The subjects, the teacher/researcher, and the ESL teacher were all sources of

information. And although the teacher/researcher planned methods of

instruction and evaluation, other methods naturally evolved as the study

progressed. Because there were only six subjects, it was possible to develop

"mini" case studies, an adaptation to the short time period (five months) covered

in this study. This chapter describes the selection of students, the instructional

program, data collection procedures, and data analysis.

25
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Selection of Subject Students

The teacher/researcher in this study is the art teacher for an elementary

school within the Dallas Independent School District. The school has a

population of about 700 students, with four ESL designated classrooms. The

fourth grade ESL class was chosen as a source of subjects because it had the

most convenient time schedule and because the students' ages were appropriate

for optimum language learning. The students in this class were familiar with

the art teacher and came to regular art class once a week as a group of 25

students. The ESL teacher worked with the students for all of the school day

except for the 45 minute "special classes" (P.E., music, library and art) period.

The classroom teacher was asked to select six students who would most benefit

from a special class geared to increase their language acquisition based on the

teacher's assessment from the first five months of the school year. Two boys

and four girls were selected; three of them were eleven years old, and three

were twelve years old.

The teacher aide who assisted with various ESL classes was able to

provide some additional information on some of the students because she had

personal contact with a few of the families. This aide was from Mexico and

fluent in both Spanish and English.
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Background information on each student was fairly sparce; only one child

had a report card from her previous schooling on file. Five of the students had

entered the United States within the previous six months; one student had been

in the district for one and a half years. Five students were from Mexico; one

was from Peru. Upon registration for school, and with permission from the

parent, students who are Spanish-speaking are given a Language Assessment

Survey (LAS) to determine their level of English language proficiency. The

LAS is not given again until the classroom teacher determines there is a need

for reassessment. Each student tested at level one of the Language Assessment

Survey, which is the beginning level of ESL instruction. Level one also

indicates the student is not able to read and write in his native language. The

students' chronological ages determined placement into the fourth grade.

Each child had experienced a different type schooling and home

environment in his or her native country: rural to urban setting, literate to

illiterate homes, and continuous to sporadic school attendance. One child had

been identified as needing psychological help to overcome learning disabilities,

but had not received help in either Mexico or the United States. Another of the

selected students had been recommended for medical attention for a condition

which interfered with her learning, but the family had not yet followed up on

the referral. Five of the students lived in apartments proximate to each other in
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a predominately Hispanic community. The sixth child lived with the Anglo

family for whom her mother was housekeeper.

After recommendation by the ESL classroom teacher, the students met

with the art teacher/researcher. With help from a translator, the art teacher

explained the purpose of the special art class: to give extra help learning

English, and to learn more about art. The students responded enthusiastically,

and asked if they could come twice a week instead of just once. They

understood they must relinquish their lunch and recess time for each 30 minute

session. They would be allowed to leave their regular art class and physical

education class 15 minutes early in order to both eat lunch and take a bathroom

break. These six students remained committed to the special art classes,

meeting twice a week when possible, for eighteen sessions plus one field trip to

the Dallas Museum of Art.

Instructional Program

Edmonston (1983), in describing the ethical responsibilities of the

teacher/researcher, reminds us that the paramount responsibility is to those

studied. During this research study, the educational needs of each student took

precedence over any preplanned activities. This often entailed some deviation

from the research plan as such, but always involved communication, which is

the primary goal of language acquisition.
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The general purpose of the instructional program was to familiarize the

students with art terms commonly used in art classes, to encourage confidence

in the use of English, and to instill pride about the students' native culture.

Each session followed a three-part cycle: 1) the introduction and/or review of

art terms, 2) viewing images and art works, and 3) studio production. As art

terms and concepts were introduced (see Appendix A), students made their own

sets of cue cards in Spanish, English, and graphic symbols (see Appendix B).

Art Works. In order to give students an opportunity to use art terms in a

meaningful way, the students examined and discussed reproductions of works of

art by Mexican artists. These art works were selected from Images of Mexico

(Billeter, ed.; 1987) for their high interest to children of this age and for varied

subject matter. The images included examples of both abstract and realistic

styles (see Appendix C). In addition, students personally examined folk art

from Peru, Native American pueblos, Mexico, Guatemala, and India. The use

of these highly stimulating works created a need to use the art terms; the

students wanted to talk about what they saw. The images also inspired

student/teacher discussions about the content of the pictures which related

personally to the students, providing rich experiences for communication using

every means available.
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Mural. The students and teacher worked collaboratively on a mural (see

Appendix D), inspired by the art works studied. The mural work encouraged

much verbal and non-verbal interaction. Students requested and were given a

word/symbol sheet to take home and share with their families (see Appendix E).

A large chart with the art terms and symbols was given to the homeroom

teacher to put up in the regular classroom, for reference during homeroom class.

One of the students took the responsibility of adding new terms to the chart

after each session.

Cue Cards. Each 30 minute session began with a review of art terms

where students referred to their own sets of cue cards. Students were involved

in writing, drawing and reading their cards, connecting graphic symbols to

verbal understanding in both Spanish and English. The cards were worn around

their necks, providing easy access for reference. During the last sessions,

students were given multi-task written directions (see Appendix F) which

allowed them to show understanding of all the art terms being studied.

Examples of the tasks are: "Paint a fat black line which goes in a horizontal

direction. Draw small organic shapes along the line," and "Make a complex

design of ovals and circles. Use red, yellow and orange." The students worked

in pairs, referring to their cue cards if necessary, in a game situation to earn

points.

m
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When the students were striving to understand the term "three

dimensional," they were given clay to form three-dimensional figures. The

teacher showed various examples of folk art to reinforce the concept. These

examples included clay figurines from Peru and a carved wooden mask from

Mexico. Tangible rewards were given to the students at periodic intervals, in

consideration for their extra work and to connect with vocabulary words studied.

An example is each student received a pin with a small bull's head after viewing

the image "The Bull" by Nieto (see Appendix C). The pins were made in India,

which lead to a discussion of how different cultures value similar things.

Because the teacher/researcher did not speak Spanish, it seemed

worthwhile to try the use of an adult translator with whom the children were

familiar. During session two, the bilingual aide came to the class for the

purpose of translating the art terms to the students. The teacher/researcher

quickly determined that this adult translation in fact discouraged the students

from trying to use English on their own. The collaborative learning that

necessarily went on between an English-only speaking teacher and Spanish

speaking students was increased without an adult translator.

The final activity of the research project was one chosen by the students:

an after-school trip to dinner at the restaurant of their choice and then on to visit

the Dallas Museum of Art. A permission letter in Spanish was given to each

l
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student. The group was able to read and understand the letter when they

worked on it together. All six of the students, with the art teacher, participated

in the field trip.

Methods of Data Collection

The data for this study was collected through informal interviews, audio

tape recordings, video cassette recordings, and annotated notes.

Interviews. Before the selection of the student subjects, the ESL

classroom teacher met with the researcher to discuss the purpose of the study

and possible benefits to the students. The ESL teacher agreed to the students'

participation as long as they did not miss any of their homeroom class time.

During this informal interview, it was understood that any homeroom activities,

such as field trips or practicing for auditorium programs, would take precedence

over special art sessions. The regular class schedule had no other time available

except lunch/recess time, a 30 minute period starting at noon. The ESL teacher

suggested interviewing the bilingual aide for any background information on the

students since she herself was not well acquainted with the students' family

situations. An informal interview with the aide gave some information on each

child, mostly of a personal nature and not documented in the children's cumulative

file. If one of the students were absent, the aide informed the research teacher

as to why. The aide also verified the spelling of art terms translated into

Spanish.
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At the completion of the special art sessions, each student was

individually interviewed about her or his opinion of the classes (see Appendices

G and H). The ESL teacher was also, informally interviewed again after the

sessions were completed. During both of the informal interviews with the ESL

teacher, she requested that no recording be used. The student interviews were

recorded on VCR; written notes were taken during the ESL teacher interviews.

Audio and Video Recordings. For the first five sessions, both audio and

video recordings were taken. Because the students and teacher often talked over

each other's voices, the audio tape recording was ineffective and was

discontinued. Except for one session when the VCR was inadvertantly turned

off, all sessions were VCR recorded. This allowed the teacher/researcher to

review each session for appropriate transcription and note-taking. Immediately

after each session, usually within an hour, the teacher/researcher wrote reflective

notes regarding language acquisition and any significant events. Both the

transcript and reflective notes were assembled according to each session, for

purposes of comparison (see Appendix I). Reflective notes were also written

after the field trip to the art museum (see Appendix J). These annotated notes

were a source for finding patterns and behaviors which related to the

instructional program and the students' growth in language acquisition.

-ii--
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Analysis of Data

Each of the eighteen sessions recorded on the VCR was viewed two to

three times in order to note student behaviors regarding communication.

Specific usage of both English and Spanish was noted, as well as progress of art

term usage. Although it was impossible to transcribe all the conversations that

went on in the sessions, as well as the non-verbal communication, many direct

quotations were noted (see Appendix I). Notes from the recordings were then

analyzed for the number of times students used Spanish and English words, and

the number of times students used code switching (mixed English and Spanish).

Because the number of student subjects was small (6), it was possible to

compile progress of each student in language acquisition for the beginning,

middle, and ending sessions on an individual basis. Other pertinent information,

such as growth in self-confidence, could also be addressed in the mini-case

studies described in Chapter 4.

Perhaps the most significant analysis came from the students themselves,

during the final informal interviews. The students were asked if they found the art

sessions helpful in learning English, and why or why not (see Appendix H). The

ESL classroom teacher was asked the same questions. The third viewpoint, that of

the art teacher/researcher, was recorded in the reflective notes. These notes

provided much of the information necessary to support, negate, or flesh out

findings from which to draw conclusions.



CHAPTER 4

PRESENTATION OF DATA AND FINDINGS

This study used data collected in a variety of ways, reflecting various

research methods. Mini-case studies on each subject were compiled from school

cumulative records, video transcripts, reflective notes from the

teacher/researcher, and interviews. These sources also provided data to compare

language usage of the subjects as a group, over the time of the study. A

frequency count of English, Spanish, mixed language (code switching), and art

term usage was derived from the video transcripts. Interviews with the ESL

teacher and the students furnished viewpoints in addition to the

teacher/researcher's viewpoint recorded in the reflective notes.

Case Studies of Student Subjects

In the following mini-case studies, the names of the students have been

changed in order to protect their privacy.

Vicente. Vicente has been in the district schools since second grade but

still tested at beginning level of the Language Assessment Survey. While

attending school in Mexico, he had been referred to a psychologist for learning

35
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problems although there was no record of follow up. In Dallas, he had been

recommended for special education classes and was staffed into the special

education program at the end of the 1992-93 school year for the following year.

At the beginning of the research, Vicente spoke more English than the other

students, was a "risk taker" during new activities, and assumed a leadership

position among the six student subjects until the last few sessions. He often

translated for the other students, seemed outgoing and physically active, and

showed a certain "street smartness." From the start, Vicente often talked to the

tape recorder and VCR, making general comments and stating his love for his

girlfriend, Nora (a student in another class.) His aside comments were

frequently in basic English.

Vicente was an active communicator, both orally and with gestures. He

often took the initiative during activities and enjoyed making the other students

laugh. After the first few sessions, Vicente let the other students speak more for

themselves, giving up his role as translator. He knew the color words in both

Spanish and English but was unfamiliar with the other art terms although he

was able to read the entire word list. When looking at the study prints, Vicente

said the picture was "made from machine," indicating his awareness that it was

a print and not an original. He became very involved during any studio work,

often completely quiet while painting or experimenting with markers. His ideas
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for the mural were very definite: he suggested putting angels in the sky, wanted

cars and bulls at the bottom, and told others (in Spanish) how to mix colors.

Although he offered suggestions to his peers about painting, he preferred to

work on his own section of the mural.

During the middle sessions six through twelve of this study, the spring

weather competed for Vicente's attention. It became increasingly difficult for

Vicente to continue giving up recess and playing outside with his friends.

Although he never asked to be released from the study, he often looked out the

window at his friends' play and then, with raised eyebrows, looked at the

teacher to see if she noticed. With a few words of encouragement and

sympathy, Vicente always returned to the work at hand. It was he who

reminded the group when it was time to leave early for lunch, so that they had

their full half hour for the special art sessions. Vicente assumed a leadership

role in many ways: he would get whatever materials were necessary for the

class; he reminded the teacher of promises she might have made during the

previous session; he would bring discussions back to their points of origin if

they digressed; and he wrote down new art terms and symbols to copy onto the

regular classroom vocabulary chart.

As the middle sessions progressed, Vicente began self-correcting his

English verb tenses, usually going from the present tense to the more correct
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past or future tenses. During a discussion of the terms abstract and realistic,

Vicente commented, "Abstract is ugly." This led the group into conversation

about whether something could be both realistic and ugly. Vicente noticed the

teacher's earrings, which were actual fishing lures, and correctly pointed out that

they were "realistic." He enjoyed linking phrases which contained like-words

such as "Go Cowboys, go," after the teacher said, "It's time to go." His English

usage occasionally included analogies. An example of this was, "That picture

looks like broken glass," when viewing an abstract geometric cityscape.

Vicente began to make connections between some of the art terms when he saw

that "realistic" images were also "complex."

Vicente showed excellent progress during the final six sessions. He

seemed to comprehend almost everything the teacher said, automatically

translating for other students when they appeared unsure. He switched back and

forth between English and Spanish (code switching), occasionally mixing the

two languages in the same sentence. He showed much pride in his Mexican

heritage, stating "Mexico is number one" whenever Mexican artists were being

discussed. Although he appeared confident about using English, he would

frequently say, "English is hard to learn." During two of the final sessions, it

was Vicente who reminded both the students and the teacher that materials
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needed to be put away before they left the room. His remarks to the teacher

were almost completely in English.

While he was very dependent on the cue cards up through the middle

sessions, Vicente rarely referred to them in the final sessions. He preferred to

recall art terms without cues from the teacher, his cards, or other students. In a

game of vocabulary using. art terms, Vicente was correct six out of six times.

His ability to compare new vocabulary with something familiar continued to

grow. An example of this skill was explaining the shape "oval" as "like the one

on the tests" (computerized answer sheets used in standardized testing.) In one

session, students needed to pair up for an activity, but a child was absent,

leaving an odd number. Vicente took it upon himself to work alone, aware that

his English comprehension was good enough to compete with the other pairs.

As the students made plans for the field trip to the art museum, Vicente

explained to the teacher where everybody lived in relation to each other, so they

could figure out transportation. When chattering to himself or others during

studio activities, he used about 70% English by the final sessions. Although his

pronunciation of art terms was not perfect in English, his comprehension was

excellent and he seemed to enjoy using the terms whenever he could. Vicente

was never able to successfully write the terms in either English or Spanish, but

his oral communication was very effective.
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Alberto. Alberto had been in the United States six months at the time of

this study. When she registered him, his mother reported that he had made low

academic progress in Mexico, suffered-from attention deficit, was hyperactive,

had possible problems with self-damage, and had been referred for psychiatric

attention but had not received it.

During the initial sessions, Alberto was extremely quiet and non-verbal,

even when questions were directed to him. He looked down rather than at the

person who talked to him. Alberto seemed to get all his cues from watching

what the other students were doing, and copying them, rather than from

anything verbal. Each time the students worked with the color words, Alberto

would match the color to the Spanish word on his cue card. His attention

peaked when the visual images of Mexican subjects were studied; he had much

to say about Mexican history, in Spanish, with another student translating for

the teacher. He appeared to enjoy painting the mural but remained quiet even

while the rest of the group chattered. Very gradually Alberto began to look at

the teacher and the students during conversations, seeming to gain confidence.

The middle sessions were a time of noticeable growth in Alberto's

language acquisition and self-confidence. He still had a couple of "bad" days

when he seemed generally upset, refusing to talk and looking down. At one

point when the teacher tried to find out what was bothering him, Alberto spoke
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briefly and rapidly in Spanish. During another session, he teased one of the

students, calling her a "monkey" and saying she couldn't understand English.

When Alberto was upset, he had great difficulty staying involved with the rest

of the group but then would gradually work his way out of the difficulty,

watching the others very carefully to see what to do. He often noticed very

small details like the date in the caption of one of the picture reproductions.

His recall of artist names was always perfect.

Alberto showed his comprehension of a discussion about Nieto's "The

Bull" in a humorous way: he wore a t-shirt with a Chicago Bulls graphic to the

following class, saying, "See? The Chicago Toro!" As new terms were

introduced, he carefully copied them onto his cue cards, always checking the

other students' cards to his. After the terms simple and complex were

introduced, Alberto explained "simple" as "easy," a good choice from his

limited English vocabulary. When asked to recall a term, Alberto went through

his cue cards until he found the word in Spanish, said it to himself in Spanish,

then English, and finally would say it aloud. If the teacher forgot to give the

students their sets of cue cards at the beginning of a session, Alberto invariably

reminded her to do so.

For Alberto, the final sessions included both growth and set backs. In

two of the final sessions, both within the same week, Alberto exhibited behavior
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similar to the very first sessions: troubled and upset, reluctant to talk, and

withdrawn from the group. His ESL teacher noted the same behavior in her

classroom and was also unable to discover the cause. By the last two sessions

and field trip, Alberto had regained his confidence and calm, participating and

communicating fully. Towards the end, Alberto used his cue cards only as a

last resort; he recalled the art terms quite easily, as well as many English words

common in conversations. Even his aside comments to Vicente were often in

English. On at least two occasions, Alberto defended his choice of an answer,

in English, and helped translate for other students.

By the end of the study, Alberto showed excellent comprehension of the

art terms, mostly by responding to directions that the teacher gave in English.

He had little or no experience with studio materials but was always willing to

try them out as long as there were other students he could observe. He rarely

used any gestures while communicating in either Spanish or English and so was

more dependent on words. His special interest seemed to be Mexican history;

the Mexican images studied were very important as an incentive to use

language. Even though he showed comprehension of all the terms introduced,

he wanted the cue cards available for reference even if he chose not to use

them. As notable as his growth in language acquisition was his growth in

self-confidence, each probably affecting the other.
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Celia. Celia was from-Peru, the only student in the group from a country

other than Mexico. She had attended school for four years in her native country

and had been in the United States for eight months. According to her Peruvian

report card, she had been in the upper third of her class, a good student. She

said she had studied some English and had a class in "folk art." According to

the ESL teacher, Celia had progressed well during the first two months of

school but then seemed to "drop back." For this reason, her teacher thought she

might profit from the special art classes.

Even during the beginning sessions, Celia was anxious to try out as many

English words as she could, accompanying them with an abundance of gestures

to assure meaning. She usually said words in English to herself before trying

them aloud, and did not want the teacher or other students to help her until she

tried by herself. She knew some of the color words but all other art terms were

unfamiliar to her in English. Celia saw and heard similarities among words and

enjoyed experimenting. An example of this was the word "rojo." She copied

the "ojo" part of the word and then turned the o's into eyes and the j into a

nose. From "ojo," she wrote "oso" and pantomimed its meaning of bear. To

show she understood the meaning of horizontal and vertical, she rolled her eyes

in those directions when the cue cards were held up. At all times, Celia was
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very inventive when trying to communicate a particular meaning; she used

drawn pictures, gestures and facial expressions, and pointed to objects in the room.

As concerned as she was about learning new words and concepts, Celia

was equally concerned about the other students. She translated into Spanish

when another child appeared to have difficulty understanding, and she constantly

offered praise and encouragement to others. Celia took on an almost motherly

role towards one student who was often distracted, automatically translating

every action that occurred.

As the middle sessions evolved, Celia continued to make rapid progress

in second language acquisition. She often stopped the teacher from giving her

any clues and would hush the other students from doing the same. Her attention

never wandered from the discussion or project at hand. She developed a strong

sense of competition during these sessions, often asking for word contests so she

could earn "points." Even though she set high standards for herself, she never

demanded the other students meet those same standards.

Celia was very aware of details, visually and verbally. She noticed the

pattern of the sessions; each one started with a review of the previously

introduced terms by way of the cue cards. Eventually she began saying the

review words before the teacher asked. When going through her cue cards,

Celia noticed she had a few blank cards and checked the list, reasoning that she
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might be missing some of the words if she still had empty cards. She also

noticed that the markers had different smells, which lead into a discussion of

permanent versus water-based markers., When painting on the mural, Celia was

dissatisfied with her rendering of a mother and child; she asked to see the print

by Rivera so she could get "a better mother's face." When the group was

looking over images by Frida Kahlo, Celia volunteered to translate the Spanish

words in the pictures. Even though her pronunciation (Peruvian) brought

criticism from the other children, she persisted because she was the only one

who could read all of the Spanish.

During the final six sessions, Celia continued to acquire and use language

at a rapid rate. To the end, she preferred to struggle remembering new terms

without any help from her cue cards, the teacher, or other students. She

seemed genuinely excited about all of the activities whether they were studio,

viewing images, or discussions. She became more aggressive in using English

to defend her ideas, ask questions or share perceptions. At one point, she

explained why she thought a particular print should be described as "simple"

rather than "abstract," and gave her reasons in English. She spoke in complete

sentences using the art vocabulary, whether addressing the teacher or other

students. Some examples of this are: "I don't have orange. How do I make

it?"; "Curved lines are like ocean (waves)," and "His clay is two dimensions!"
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At the completion of the study, both the art teacher and the ESL

classroom teacher had independently recommended that Celia be placed in the

Laureate Program for the following year. The Laureate Program serves

academically gifted and talented students in the DISD.

Delia. At the beginning of the study, Delia had been in the United States

for six months, living with another family whose children attended the same

school as Delia. Her mother was employed as the family's housekeeper; her

father was a school teacher still working in Mexico. There were no school

records from her years in Mexico but the school aide said Delia had attended "a

good school, maybe a private one."

From the first sessions, Delia was very reserved and quiet, even reluctant

to converse with the other students. Although she rarely volunteered any

responses to questions asked, she was always attentive and involved with the art

activities. She correctly identified, and could spell in Spanish, all the color

words. Because she had difficulty understanding the teacher's directions, Delia

watched the other students very intently and then immediately copied their

actions. During the third session, she responded excitedly to an image of

Mexico City and told the group, in Spanish, that she had been to Mexico City

and visited the National Museum.

By the fifth session, Delia was beginning to use some of the art terms in
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English, and seemed to comprehend directions. When the teacher suggested that

Delia paint a horizontal line on the mural, Delia did so without anyone

translating the meaning for her. She also began to chat with the other students

as they worked, but exclusively in Spanish.

During sessions six through twelve, Delia was much more at ease and

verbal. She was particularly friendly with one of the other girls, always

choosing to sit next to her and conversing quietly. At one point, Delia noticed

the VCR was not running and, in English, alerted the teacher to turn it on. On

another occasion, she asked the teacher for a group photo which she had missed

because of an absence, again communicating in English. Delia was enthusiastic

both about painting the mural and viewing the art images. She especially

enjoyed teaching the teacher Spanish words while discussing the images.

Delia's English language acquisition improved noticeably during the

middle sessions. She frequently checked her cue cards for words and began

trying them out loud. The vocabulary games excited her; she worked hard to

"earn points" and rarely missed correctly explaining a term. Delia began

intermixing English words in predominately Spanish conversations. One

example was a story she told about her dog Zorro, commenting that "Zorro

sounds like sorrow and sorry."
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Although she remained the most reserved of the six students, Delia often

mixed English terms into Spanish in the final sessions. She frequently

translated information to another student, and helped the other student stay on

task. Delia corrected herself numerous times on English pronunciation,

particularly with v's and b's. In English, she asked the teacher for certain

materials to complete her projects and asked how to mix colors. When the

group was working on the multi-step tasks, Delia requested extra tasks so she

could show her comprehension. To summarize, Delia seemed to understand all

the art terms which were introduced as shown by her ability to carry out tasks.

By her nature, she was a quieter person than the other children and was less

verbal. One of her final comments was, "English is hard to learn!"

Reyna. At the start of this study, Reyna had been in the United States

for ten months. There was no information regarding her schooling in Mexico.

Her mother had told the school nurse here that Reyna had "occasional temper

problems" which might lead to pains in her chest or fainting. She had not yet

been seen by a doctor so it was unclear whether Reyna had any physical health

problems. No problems arose during the study.

From the beginning of the study, Reyna enjoyed talking constantly to one

or two of the other girls. She spoke no English words at all during the first six

sessions, except to sing the color words. The art terms were completely
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unfamiliar to her, in either English or Spanish. Painting was a new experience

for her as shown by her awkwardness with the brush and the paint. While the

other children had automatically established a top and bottom on the mural

paper, Reyna painted on it sideways. Her attention often wandered when the

other students and teacher were conversing, probably because she didn't

understand much when English was mixed in with the Spanish. One image

caught her attention and brought forth a volley of comments in Spanish from

her: the mural of Mexico City by Rivera. Reyna immediately recognized it and

told the group she had been to Mexico City. Later she recalled this mural

image well enough to try her first English words, "big picture."

Reyna used increasing amounts of English during the middle sessions,

although she maintained her habit of a constant sing-song of Spanish syllables

to herself, a sort of background to which the group grew accustomed. Much to

everyone's surprise, Reyna told the teacher, "Celia got paint on my blouse,"

during one painting session. Reyna and the teacher communicated with basic

words and gestures till Reyna showed she understood the directions of washing

the blouse when she got home. She carefully repeated all the directions to

herself in Spanish. On another occasion when the group was reminded to leave

art class exactly on time, Reyna understood it was at their ESL teacher's request

and said, "Mrs. M----- (asked)? Oh Mrs. M-----!"
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Towards the end of the middle sessions, Reyna chose to make responses

in English, even when assured it was fine to answer in Spanish. She -frequently

took the initiative to prepare the paints for the group, saying each color name in

English. She progressed from using art terms in Spanish to code switching to

English, even translating for one of the other students. When asked to describe

an abstract image, Reyna explained, "It has many lines and shapes."

By the final sessions thirteen through eighteen, Reyna used English words

about half the time. Although she said "English is too hard," she used English

with many gestures when talking to the teacher. Like Vicente, Reyna enjoyed

talking to the VCR, but it was equally mixed Spanish and English. Rather than

look at her cue cards for clues on art terms, Reyna began to sound out the

letters of the words. She was successful with sounding the word "dimension."

During one of the vocabulary games, Reyna defended her answer in English and

was the first of the group to use the terms "straight" and "shape" without help.

Reyna loved any kind of tangible reward or present; contests were her favorite

activity.

Janet. Janet had been in the Unites States for four months as this study

began. Her Mexican report card showed that she had completed the third form

and had been an average student. At various times, Janet stated she was born in

Chicago but there was no verification in her records. According to the teacher
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aide, Janet was an only child whose father had remarried in Mexico. Janet was

very unhappy about the divorce and demanded much attention from her mother.

In her few months in school here, this student had made no academic progress,

according to her ESL classroom teacher. Janet was very petite physically and

looked younger than most of the students in her class.

At the start of the study, and throughout the following months, Janet

often asked the teacher to give her name the English pronunciation rather than

Spanish. She used almost no English during the first four sessions and appeared

to be uninvolved with the activities. The teacher and other students frequently

had to prompt and encourage her to make her cue cards. She often left the

work table to walk around the room, chattering or singing nonsense syllables.

She consistently spoke in Spanish when asking questions of the teacher, waiting

for another student to translate. Judging from usage, she was the least able to

use any of the English art terms but that may have been deliberate. During

relaxed conversation with her peers while painting the mural, she would

occasionally use English in full sentence structure, without any trace of accent.

Examples are: "I have the color red," and "That is a bull," said when the other

students were describing the Nieto image as a buffalo. The teacher/researcher

was not sure whether Janet could not use, or chose not to use, English.
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Sessions six through twelve showed Janet far more involved with

discussions and studio activities than in the beginning sessions. The other

students became impatient with helping her all the time and she responded by

working more attentively, especially with her vocabulary cue cards. Janet rarely

used code switching; she used either all Spanish or all English phrases.

An interesting event occurred which showed the teacher that Janet was

quite capable of using English when she was highly motivated. During mural

painting in the tenth session, Janet would only stand aside with her head down

despite much encouragement from the teacher. She did not talk to anybody and

refused to participate. After the other students left and the VCR was turned off,

the teacher asked Janet what was wrong. In English, Janet told the teacher how

the other students had been teasing her and calling her a monkey. During a ten

minute discussion about how to handle teasing, Janet communicated very clearly

in English. This discussion convinced the teacher that Janet knew a great deal

of English and could use it if she chose. Following this incident, Janet took the

initiative to get the hall pass for the group to come to art, showing enthusiasm

for the first time.

Sessions thirteen through eighteen showed evidence of much growth in

English usage from Janet. Although other students still translated often for her,

it was more for showing nurturing than filling a need for comprehension. Janet

.I
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used English about 40% of the time by the final session, particularly enjoying

helping the teacher to correctly pronounce Spanish words during discussions. In

the art vocabulary games, Janet was 100% correct with her answers. She

excelled at reading the multi-task cards aloud, in English, and could describe

their meanings.

On the day of the field trip to the art museum, Janet was absent; she had

never returned her permission slip for the outing. Coincidentally, the art teacher

and other students saw her with her mother near the restaurant they had chosen

for dinner. The teacher, with help from the students, explained the trip to the

mother even though Janet clearly did not want to join the group. The mother

gave permission and insisted Janet stay with the group for the outing. It was

never understood why she had been reluctant, but Janet then participated fully

and enthusiastically during the museum visit. Unfortunately she checked out of

school a week early, eliminating the final student interview.

Summary ofComparisons: Language Usage in Beginning,

Middle, Final Sessions

The beginning sessions include sessions one through five, the middle

sessions include sessions six through twelve, and the final sessions are sessions

thirteen through eighteen.

Beginning Sessions: English Usage. Five of the six students spoke no
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English at all during the first three sessions. One student used some English

when communicating with the teacher. Many gestures and drawing pictures

accompanied each effort to understand art terms. Students experimented with

English word sounds in a manner similar to "baby talk." Students asked all

questions in Spanish but the teacher answered in English, using pictures,

symbols and gestures.

Beginning Sessions: Spanish Usage. Students spoke almost entirely in

Spanish. They were unsure of how to spell words in Spanish and had almost no

recognition of art terms in either language.

Beginning Sessions: Art Term Usage. Students knew the color words in

Spanish only but were unsure of meanings. Students depended heavily on the

word/symbol cue cards when they tried to use art terms. After viewing the art

prints, they were able to recall artists' names. Students began to respond to

directions in English which involved the art terms previously introduced, such as

"horizontal sky line."

Beginning Sessions: Participation. Student participation was medium to

high involvement in all session activities.

Middle Sessions: English Usage. There was increased use of English.

Students self-corrected verb tenses and pronunciation of English words. When

given a writing assignment, three out of six students attempted to write answers
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in English. More code-switching (interjection of English words with Spanish)

was used and students began to use English when talking to each other.

Middle Sessions: Spanish Usage. Oral interaction among students was

predominately in Spanish, especially when they were involved in studio projects.

The students used many gestures when communicating with the teacher.

MiddleSessions: Art Term Usage. Students used art terms correctly

about 75% of the time. They often referred to their word/symbol cue cards.

Students used art terms in English to describe images.

Middle Sessions: Participation. Student participation rose from medium

to high involvement. Tangible incentives given by the teacher increased student

self-confidence and helped to maintain student interest.

FinalSessions: English Usage. Students used English often, even when

talking to each other. They responded to the teacher in English and risked using

an unfamiliar word until they were able to make themselves understood. Each

student gained much self-confidence. Two of the students defended their

answers speaking entirely in English.

Final Sessions: Spanish Usage. Students continued to use much Spanish

when talking among themselves but also mixed in English about 50% of the

time.
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Final Sessions: Art Term Usage. The students' ability to use art terms from

the list grew from average to high. All students demonstrated their understanding

of what each term meant (application) even when they needed peer assistance for

recalling the term in English.

Final Sessions: Participation. Involvement with each session was high but

required more incentives from the teacher. The last two sessions occurred at the

very end of the school year when students were preoccupied with the upcoming

summer vacation.

To summarize the preceding information in another way, the researcher did

a frequency count from the recorded notes in Appendix I to create a table (see

Table 1) showing incidents when students used Spanish, English, code-switching

(mixed Spanish and English words), and usage of art terms.

Table 1

Frequency of Students' Specific Language Usage

inBeginning, Middle and Ending Sessions

Beginning Sessions Middle Sessions Ending Sessions

Spanish Usage

English Usage

Code Switching

Art Term Usage

29 14 14

27 70 87

17 24 10

56 69 62
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Because it was impossible to get an exact word-for-word transcription

from eighteen sessions with seven people often speaking over each other, the

researcher noted specific incidents of language usage without a predetermined

idea of what patterns might emerge. As the study progressed, it was clear that

students were using more art terms and more English in their communication.

The frequency count in Table 1 does show some interesting patterns: the use of

Spanish decreases as the use of English continued to increase; code-switching

(mixed English and Spanish) peaks during the middle sessions and then drops;

and the use of art terms is high throughout the study, with a slight increase

during the middle sessions.

Informal Interviews with Students and ESL Classroom Teacher

The teacher/researcher depended on three different points of view from

which to assess student English language acquisition: the regular ESL classroom

teacher's view, the students' views, and the art teacher's view. Opinions from the

students and ESL teacher were gained through informal interviews conducted by

the teacher/researcher.

Summary of Student Interviews. Appendix G contains the eight

interview questions asked of the students. The questions were not always asked

in exactly the same order, and sometimes were rephrased in numerous ways to

ensure student comprehension. The interviewer allowed the students to deviate
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from the questions and add comments as they went along, to promote a relaxed

atmosphere. Each student was interviewed individually and told the purpose of

the interview was to help the art teacher "do a better job." Transcripts from

five interviews are found in Appendix H; one student had checked out of school

before the final interviews.

It is important to note that the students were each interviewed one-on-one

with the art teacher/researcher; this was the first time they had to communicate

without the collaboration of other students. The interviews took place during

the very last week of school, a time of upheaval and thoughts of summer. This

may explain why two of the students seemed very nervous, one was anxious to

get back to his recess, and one child had only ten minutes until she was called

away. Despite these adverse conditions, the students gave insightful

information.

Each child said she enjoyed the class and found it helpful for learning

English and learning more about art, statements substantiated by excellent

attendance. The students were able to recall all the activities, many in minute

detail. Each chose a different activity as "favorite," specifically mentioning the

cue cards, mural painting, forming clay figures, and the multi-task activity

(Appendix F). All the students were aware that the images studied were created

by Mexican artists, with Diego Rivera a favorite. The students expressed pride
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about the Mexican artists, recalled the images by title and artist, and chose their

favorite image to keep. One student wished to learn more about artists from

Peru (her native country) because "the 'art is different." Another child spoke at

length about her grandfather who paints: in Mexico.

The students used art terms, in English, as they viewed the Mexican

images with the teacher. Examples of comments are, "It's simple .. . it doesn't

have a lot of things;" "Three dimensions are fat and two dimensions are flat;"

and "Abstract is not clear." One student had some difficulty recalling art terms

and required some prompting; he seemed very uncomfortable throughout the

interview.

When explaining or describing images and art terms, the students often

engaged in semantic clustering. These clusters involved groups of words or

phrases which were related to each other by meaning. An example of semantic

clustering occurred as one child described the madonna image (Appendix C) as

"the lady of sorrows." Another child commented that a sorrow was "a broken

heart," which lead to the word "corozon."

Each student said the special art classes helped him to learn English, as

illustrated by these statements: "The word cards help me remember better when

I use them," "I learned to talk a lot of words," "When new words come (in

homeroom), I already know it," and "I remember the words more better." The
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only two changes suggested by students were learning more about artists from

Peru, and "I like to know more how to draw." Four of the students mentioned

the trip to the museum in positive ways, recalling details of the trip. One girl

tried to tell the interviewer how much she liked the fountain at the museum but

didn't know the English word for fountain. She persisted for five minutes, using

gestures and other words, until the interviewer finally understood. Another

student noticed a 1963 date in an image caption and proceeded to figure -out if

the interviewer was alive at that year. Not only did these students notice small

details during the interviews (and in the sessions), but they also wanted to

communicate about the details. Their increased language acquisition facilitated

the communication. Perhaps the most telling remark came from Reyna, who

asked, "Can we do this class next year?"

ESL Classroom Teacher Interview. Of the viewpoints regarding

assessment, the ESL classroom teacher's view was the most difficult to obtain.

Although she had agreed to the possible merits of the art sessions, and had

selected the students for the study, she did not wish to be involved further. The

ESL teacher made it clear that she had many responsibilities in her own

classroom and not enough time for any extra duties this study might entail. She

did agree to a brief, very informal assessment interview with the researcher,

provided no recording took place.

I
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In general, the ESL teacher felt the special art classes were beneficial to

the six students, especially helpful to their self-confidence. She commented that

the students did use the chart with the art terms, referring to it especially during

math class. She recalled at least three incidents when one of the students knew

a term before the rest of the class had "caught on" to it, a term introduced in the

special art sessions. After discussing the individual progress of the students,

both the ESL teacher and the teacher/researcher agreed that one of the students

should be recommended to the Laureate Program for gifted and talented.

Another student was being considered for Special Education/Resource class for

the following year. The interview ended with the ESL teacher asking to be

involved with any future programs designed to incorporate art into the ESL

curriculum.

Summary of Teacher/Researcher's Viewpoint from Reflective Notes. The

third viewpoint in this research study is from the teacher/researcher as recorded

in the reflective notes of Appendix I. These notes were written between twenty

minutes to two hours after each session with the students, serving as impressions

of the students individually and as a group. The notes also included

surrounding events which may have had an influence on student language

acquisition, developing patterns, and reminders necessary for the next special art

session.
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The reflective notes served as one form of validation for findings in the

recorded notes, when the same patterns emerged from both. For example,

during the first five sessions, the reflective notes mentioned that students were

using Spanish about 90-95% of the time during relaxed conversations about the

images in Appendix C. In the early sessions, students were very dependent on

the vocabulary/symbol cue cards. "Students use their vocabulary cards so often

we may need to find a way to organize them for faster reference."

Code-switching was commonly used during the middle sessions, supported by

comments such as, "Students talked constantly while painting and many English

words were scattered in." Another incident of code switching occurred when

students were asked to give the name for jelly beans; they said "frijoles de

rabbit."

Other observations referred to the motivation evoked by using Mexican

images with subject matter familiar to the students. One student had been

withdrawn until he saw Rivera's mural about Mexico's history. The notes

reflected different types of motivation: Celia was highly self-motivated, Janet

needed much group attention, and Reyna loved getting tangible rewards for her

work.

The teacher/researcher often noted the difficulty of accomplishing each

session's plans in only 30 minutes, illustrated by comments such as, "There is so
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much to say and discuss that it is difficult to get to the studio work," and,

"Sessions are going more slowly than planned because the students talk, and

have so much to say, all during the short time allotted."

Throughout the reflections, the teacher noted her own language

acquisition of Spanish, made possible by the students' pleasure in teaching the

teacher. The students corrected each other's grammar and pronunciation of

English, as well as correcting the teacher/researcher's Spanish. "The longer time

teacher and students worked together, the less aware the teacher was of which

language they were using in the midst of working on a project. The

communication goes very quickly when students have something they really

want to say."



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to explore the effects of visual, verbal, and

collaborative teaching techniques in visual arts with students who speak Spanish

and little or no English. Approaching the art content from a discipline-based art

education philosophy, the researcher used methods promoted from research in

the fields of language arts and second-language acquisition. Strategies included

student-produced cue cards with art terms in English, Spanish and graphic

symbolic form. Discussion and art making centered around images and art

works from the students' Hispanic culture. In addition, the researcher relied on

her 25 years of teaching experience with English and non-English speaking

students both in a regular classroom and in an art classroom. The

teacher/researcher represented a majority of art specialists in that she speaks

only English and is called to teach an ever-growing population of

English-as-a-second-language students, particularly those students who speak

Spanish.

As seen in the review of literature of this study, bodies of information

64
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regarding discipline-based art education, second language acquisition, and whole

language and cooperative learning are available to teachers. However, very little

work has been done to connect the findings from these different fields and

explore their applications in the art classroom. This study found much that

should be relevant to the art teacher with non-English speaking students. In

many cases, the ESL teacher is solely responsible for art instruction, and

therefore conclusions from this study should prove helpful in teaching language

acquisition and art content in the ESL classroom.

Methodology

The methodology in this study involved an instruction cycle repeated

during eighteen art sessions with the teacher/researcher and six ESL students.

Data were compiled from school records, VCR transcripts reflective notes, and

interviews. The interviews involved three points of view as suggested in the

Triangulated Inquiry Method (Sevigny, -1988): views of the teacher/researcher,

the subjects, and the ESL teacher. Mini-case studies of each student were

developed to show individual growth in language acquisition and comprehension

of basic art terms. A frequency count of specific English, Spanish, and art term

usage provided data (see Table 1) to note patterns of goup behavior over the

time of the study.

The six fourth-grade students in the subject group were selected by their
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ESL teacher, based on their low performance on a Language Assessment Survey

(LAS) and poor progress in the ESL class. Students in this study agreed to

participate in special art classes whichmight also help their growth in English.

The students came to the class for 30 minutes twice a week, during their normal

lunch/recess time. The students were familiar with the researcher as their

regular art teacher for four months prior to the study. This familiarity helped

assure trust between students and teacher/researcher, and provided a "natural"

setting for the study.

The instruction cycle for each session included three parts: the

introduction or review of basic art terms (see Appendix A); the study of art

works from the students' native culture (see Appendix C); and collaborative art

making (see Appendix D). Each aspect of this cycle involved cooperative

learning and the whole language approach, using art terms in English, Spanish

and graphic symbolic form on cue cards. Students were introduced to new art

terms through the use of cue cards. The same terms were later referred to in

images reflecting Mexican culture.

Collaborative learning was encouraged during discussion of the art images,

and as each student made his/her own set of cue cards. Students translated for

each other to elaborate on term meanings. During the mural painting, the

students and teacher shared information about mixing colors, placement, and
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evaluation of each other's work. Constant conversation involving opinions and

ideas arose as the students worked. During studio production with both the

mural and clay, the students continued to use the cue cards for reference. Thus

art content involved a balance of studio activities, studying Mexican fine and

folk art images, examining actual artifacts, and discussion evaluating student

work as well as artists' work.

Each session was video taped and general transcriptions were written into

notes. The teacher/researcher also wrote reflective notes on each session, noting

general behavior patterns and individual student behaviors, especially regarding

language usage. Reflective notes were made after the group went on an evening

field trip to the art museum. Finally, each student was interviewed regarding

her opinion of the special art sessions, as well as a brief interview with the ESL

classroom teacher.

Results

As explained by Goodman (1989), a leader in the whole language

movement, literacy is best attained by an immersion into activities that are

authentic and natural. This study used such activities and proved very

successful in helping a group of ESL students acquire art knowledge and

English language. Table 1 shows a frequency count in language usage which

supports the conclusion that these students progressed steadily in acquiring and
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using English. Although the first six sessions are grouped together as

"beginning," it is well to note that during the first two sessions, five of the

students spoke not a word of English. By the final sessions, all the students

were using enough English to describe attributes of fine art images, as well as

carry out fairly complicated tasks written in English. Dependency on Spanish

decreased greatly as English usage increased, even though students were also

learning the Spanish words for new art terms. As the students and

teacher/researcher worked together, communication flourished, with a noticeable

growth in student English language acquisition. The teacher/researcher also

acquired some Spanish language.

Code switching, or the mixing of both English and Spanish, was most

frequent during the middle sessions as students were learning a variety of terms

in both languages. Code switching is a natural transition from one language to

another, when the primary goal is communication. During the middle sessions,

the students were correcting each other, offering translations when a peer was

searching for a particular term to express what he meant. The code switching

decreased in the final sessions as art terms in English became a part of each

child's working vocabulary.

There was a high incidence of art term usage throughout the study.

Students needed to know the terms in order to talk about the images they found

.I
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so stimulating. Image and studio often revolved around the art terms which had

been introduced, giving the children many opportunities to use these terms and

to assure understanding. By the final sessions, students used the art terms

without special prompting and the terms had become a part of their personal

vocabularies. The success of the students' new language acquisition was most

noticeable during their trip to the art museum. As the children walked through

the galleries, looking at paintings and sculpture, they used many of the terms

recently learned. Some would explain to others that this painting was "abstract"

and that mask had "curved lines." After going through five or six galleries, one

astute child asked, "Where are the Mexican artists?"

The use of the visual/verbal cue cards as a reference source gradually

declined after session ten, although the students continued to ask for the cards.

Each child arranged the cards differently, some by graphic symbol, some by

Spanish words, and some seeming at random. As the number of cue cards

grew, so did the need for a way to keep them together. The children punched

holes in the cards, strung them on thin wires, and wore them around their necks

for easy access and as an ornament. It was not uncommon to hear one student

tell another, "Look at your cards for that word."

In this study, many of the tools used grew out of student/teacher

discussions and perceived needs. Students could see and handle a carved
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Mexican mask, figurines from Peru and Mexico, cloth bulls from India, clay

pots from U.S. and Mexican Indians, and textiles from Central America. They

also learned about color theory while painting the mural, and experienced

three-dimensional production with clay.: Students had their own word/symbol

lists to take home, and an updated chart with the same list for reference in the

regular classroom. Each art term became part of a real life experience as the

students examined, talked, drew, painted and molded clay.

Conclusions

In providing a comprehensive rationale for art education, Elliot Eisner

(1986) describes the four disciplines, of art making, criticism, history and

aesthetics central to art education. Each of these disciplines was drawn upon for

content in this research study. Consistent with discipline-based art education,

both fine and folk art pieces were used to inspire "art talk." The six students

involved were motivated by their own interests in art making and in learning

English. But what really stimulated their desire to communicate using art terms

was viewing art images by Hispanic artists. The students showed great pride in

identifying with artists from their own culture, and recognized many topics

shown in the reproductions. Two of the children enthusiastically shared their

rather extensive knowledge about Mexican history when they saw images about

Mexico City and Zapata. The children wanted to talk about what was. familiar
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and learn more about the artists who created these images. Thus the images

served as a rich source for communication and also an affirmation of the

students. The power of images taken from students' native culture for purposes

of communication was continuously evident throughout this study.

The cue cards were another invaluable tool for communication, especially

during the beginning and middle sessions. These cards accommodated a variety

of learning styles and provided a comfort level as the students struggled to use

new words. The art terms translated to graphic symbols which were useful in

two ways: student understanding was reinforced as they drew and discussed

each symbol, and the graphic symbol worked as a short cut in identifying the

word as students flipped through their cue cards. The children clearly enjoyed

using the cards, confident they could find a forgotten word. Each child took

pride in having made his own set and delighted in wearing them as a sort of

necklace. Such a simple tool proved very effective for language acquisition.

It is essential to understand the importance of cooperative learning integral

to the art sessions. By nature these students were compassionate and very

social, perfect attributes for cooperative learning. The students sang and

chattered as they worked, signs of confident and happy learners. Although more

traditional educators might prefer a quiet classroom, they must accept noise as

part of active learning, especially for language acquisition. As Velez-Ibanez and
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Greenberg (1992) found in their research with Hispanic children, these students

have been raised to help each other; they do it often and quite naturally.

Part of cooperative learning involves the teacher as learner. This art

teacher's inability to speak Spanish was an advantage rather than a barrier

because it allowed the students to become teachers. To these six students

struggling with a new culture and its language, it was very important to see the

teacher as a fellow learner. In no way were the students losing their mother

tongue, but were choosing to use their newly acquired English in order to

communicate with the teacher. They were delighted to teach the teacher

Spanish words and to describe their native customs. Discussions involved

comparisons of the known to the newly-learned, dramatic gestures and facial

expressions, drawing pictures, using symbols, and translating for each other.

During art production, the teacher worked alongside the students both giving

and receiving suggestions. The cooperative learning encouraged successful

communication from student to student, student to teacher, and teacher to

student.

Two situations may offer some of the strongest evidence for the success of

this research study. At about session seven and thereafter, the students began

saying "thank you" as they left the art room to return to the ESL classroom.

This seemed a sign they were feeling positive about the learning experience

l
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enough to express appreciation. The second situation was the field trip to the

art museum; this was a real test of language acquisition. Students and

teacher/researcher were totally dependent on each other for communication

about food, transportation, museum manners, and directions for getting to six

different homes on the return trip. During the time in the museum galleries,

without teacher prompting, the students actually used the art terms they had

learned. They talked to each other and to the teacher about art works they saw,

incorporating words from their new vocabularies.

A final conclusion from this study involves the influence of time

constraints on activities. Thirty minutes proved to be a frustatingly short

amount of time for sessions, but that is a common time allottment for art

classes. Because there was a wide variety of activities in the sessions, each

child's special interests and abilities were met. The final student interviews

illustrated the various interests and learning styles when each child described his

favorite part of the art sessions. From five interviews, there were five different

responses: the cue cards, mural painting, the multi-task activity, making clay

figures, and "everything we did." In fact, 30 minutes per session was sufficient

to see extremely positive results.

Implications and Recommendations

This study has significant implications for educators involved with ESL
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learners. Findings from this research show the benefits of using a modified

language "immersion" method. When a teacher speaks only English,-students

have an authentic need to acquire thatlanguage in order to communicate.

Rather than depend on an adult translator, the teacher can encourage students to

translate for each other and use other non-verbal forms of communication such

as symbol cue cards. An adult translator may actually stifle student

communication by defeating the children's need to understand the

English-speaking teacher. As is often the case, a translator tends to over-explain

in order to ensure student comprehension. There is certainly a place for adult

translators: to supply necessary words, verify correct spellings, translate written

notes, and periodically check on student comprehension. Real communication

and language acquisition increase when the safety net of an adult translator is

absent.

The typical ESL program places students together by age rather than

ability or performance. This creates ESL classrooms with a wide spectrum of

levels, a major challenge for teachers. The subject group in this study, although

small, also reflected a wide range of abilities and interests. Art content reached

each child quickly, on his or her own level. This indicates the advisability of

considering art as a core curriculum for ESL students, especially using the

discipline-based art education approach with its emphasis on art images. Other
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content areas quite naturally spin off of the art content, depending on the art

works chosen for study. It is a way to start from the learners' interests and

previous experiences, providing authentic language acquisition opportunities.

The choice of visual images in both DBAE and ESL programs is essential

for successful learning. Not only is a picture worth a thousand words but it can

evoke a thousand ideas. The value of choosing fine and folk art from a

student's native culture cannot be overstated. That choice immediately sends a

message of pride to the child, faster than words can communicate. The image

or object, especially when it is familiar subject matter, evokes the desire to talk,

to share experiences, to learn more about the art work. . . to communicate.

ESL programs have always used pictures, but not art images. It is essential to

use images of fine and folk art from the students' culture in order to build both

verbal and visual literacy.

Educators and researchers who are looking at demographics must consider

the plight of the ESL student and the shortage of bilingual teachers. Student

population projections necessitate expanding second language acquisition beyond

ESL classrooms. Additional research is needed to explore methods from this

study in a larger subject group more typical of a classroom. Will these same

techniques work with other culture groups with different social traditions?
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Using art as core curriculum in ESL programs deserves attention, as well

as further work relating aesthetics and art criticism to language acquisition. Art

teachers who work with populations of non-English speaking students have been

dependent upon instinct and common sense for many years; they are an

untapped resource for further research about what works for them, and why.

School administrators struggling with curriculum and budget decisions must be

informed so they can support both art and ESL programs. Much work remains

to be done but the possibilities are limitless when art education joins forces with

ESL education; everyone benefits.
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APPENDIX A

Art Terms for Cue Cards

abstract, realistic

horizontal direction, vertical direction

square, rectangle, circle, triangle, oval

complex, simple

value, gray

curved line, straight line

organic shape, geometric shape

mural

picture

two dimensions, three dimensions

brown, black, white, green, purple, orange, yellow, blue, red
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APPENDIX B

Graphic Cue Cards Utilizing Symbols and Pictures

Horizontal Lines Diagonal Lines

Vertical Lines Curved Lines

Geometric Shapes Organic Shapes

2vD 3D

Circle, Oval, Square, Triangle, Rectangle 2-D 3-D
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Carlos Mdrida, The city No. 1, 1965 (148)
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Photo of Student Mural
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APPENDIX E

Student Vocabulary Take-Home Sheet

English

red

yellow

blue

purple

green

orange

brown

black

white

gray

diagonal, horizontal, vertical

geometric

organic

straight

photo

shapes

mural

Spanish

rojo

amarillo

azul

morado

verde

anaranjado

cafe

negro

blanco

gris

(same)

geometrico

organico

derecho

foto

figures

mural
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abstract obstracto

realistic realistico

simple simple

complex complicado

value valor

2-D, two dimensions; 3-D, three dimensions

curved lines lineas curvadas

circle circulo

oval ovalo

square cuadro

rectangle rectangulo

triangle triangulo

picture dibujos

Artists Studied: Diego Rivera, Rudolfo Nieto, Carlos Merida,

Frida Kahlo
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APPENDIX F

Multi-Task Directions for Students

1. Paint a simple tree with purple and red. Make it big!

2. Paint 3 green curved lines that go in a vertical direction.

3. Draw a large square. Make it look 3-dimensional. Mix blue and

white to make a light value color for the square.

4. Paint a brown hand. Try to make it look 3-dimensional.

5. Paint a fat black line that goes in a horizontal direction. Draw

small organic shapes along the line.

6. Paint a big organic shape. Fill it in with a dark red value.

7. Draw a big triangle. Paint an abstract picture in the triangle.

8. Paint a realistic dog and use all straight lines. Use brown and

black.

9. Paint a complex picture of many fruits in a bowl. Try to make

your picture realistic.

10. Draw a big rectangle. Fill it in with 6 geometric shapes.

11. Make a complex design of ovals and circles. Use red, yellow and

orange.

12. Draw a 2-dimensional girl. Use geometric shapes to make the girl.
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APPENDIX G

Student Interview Instrument

1. Did you enjoy our special art class sessions? Why or why not?

2. Tell me some of the things you learned in our class.

3. Did learning about art help you learn more English? Why?

4. What helps you learn more English?

5. Do you like to study about art from Mexico (or Peru)? Why?

6. What was your favorite thing to learn, or do, in our class? Why?

7. If you could, what would you have changed about class?

8. Please write some of what you learned in our art class. You may

use your cards.
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APPENDIX H

Transcript of Student Interview Responses

Interview with Alberto

Alberto appeared very nervous, was looking down and biting his nails.

He had a very difficult time understanding the questions although the teacher

attempted to ask them in many different ways.

Alberto chose using the art vocabulary cards as his favorite activity. He

recalled Diego Rivera as his favorite artist and said he liked to know about

Rivera.

When the teacher showed the student the prints from Images of Mexico,

the student easily read all the artists' names. He chose "Lovers' Rock" as

favorite image. Alberto recalled the term "realistic" and correctly identified

each image as to whether it was realistic or abstract. He correctly used the

terms horizontal and vertical, and was able to name and use the color words in

English. The student misidentified some shapes and used the term quadrilateral

for rectangle. With assistance, he was able to correctly identify shapes as either

geometric or organic.

In general, Alberto was somewhat unresponsive verbally because he

seemed to have difficulty with understanding the teacher's questions. He did not

want to try writing any words in either Spanish or English. He used no gestures

and seemed more uncertain with English during the interview than when he was
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working in the whole group of students. He ended the interview by saying he

would like to go back to the museum again.

Interview with Delia

Delia said she liked to come to the special art classes and was able to

recall all the activities. She enjoyed painting the mural the best, especially the

sky. Delia said the vocabulary cards helped her learn English because she could

remember better when she used them. As she viewed the pictures from Images

of Mexico, Delia was able to correctly use the words abstract, geometric, oval ,

realistic, two and three dimensional, and horizontal without prompting. She

defined the term "simple" as "It doesn't have a lot of things."

Delia said it made her happy to study Mexican artists and she chose to

keep a print of Rivera's "Children Having Breakfast" as her favorite image

studied. This student said she had learned to write in Spanish while living in

Mexico but had never studied English before arriving at her present school in

the U.S. Delia seemed relaxed, smiled often and used many gestures while

talking with the teacher.

Interview with Celia

Celia had only a short time, about ten minutes, to participate in the

interview because she needed to return to her regular class. She said she

enjoyed the special art classes and especially liked working with the clay.

Without prompting, Celia recalled that the clay made three dimensional things
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which are "fat" and that two dimensions meant "flat." She said she learned a

lot of words and how to use clay. She would prefer to learn more about artists

from Peru (rather than from Mexico) because "the art is different." Celia said

she liked the words "abstract" and "complex"; she correctly used those terms

-when looking at works in Images from Mexico. Celia chose to have a copy of

Rivera's "Mother and Son" but since that was unavailable, she chose "Children

Having Breakfast."

Interview with Vicente

Vicente told the teacher he went to school in Mexico for Kindergarten,

first and second grade, and had been at this school for third and fourth grade.

He said he could write a little in English and that his mother speaks to him in

Spanish.

Vicente liked "everything" in the art classes and particularly mentioned

painting the mural, clay, answering questions, learning colors, and liking to

draw. He said the classes helped him with English because "when new words

come (in homeroom), I already know it." Vicente correctly used the terms two

and three dimensional, horizontal (with gestures), and all the colors and shapes

when looking at pictures. He knew the art works were all by artists from

Mexico and mentioned Diego Rivera, and Pancho Villa as a subject. Vicente

defined abstract as "not clear" and easily identified six images as to abstract or
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realistic. If he could change something, Vicente said, "I like to know more how

to draw."

Vicente chose to keep the print "The Lovers' Reyk" by Siqueiros and

easily read its caption. Upon seeing the date 1963, he computed to see if the

teacher was alive at that year.

Although Vicente was very much at ease, using many gestures to

accompany his words in English, he was anxious to finish the interview so he

could go outside to recess. Vicente used English when he had to, as with the

interviewer, but struggled with the pronunciation and often interchanged "I"

with "me."

Interview with Reyna

Reyna was very reluctant to be interviewed even though she had watched

as another child went through the process. She asked for a print to start, and

chose a picture of a candelabrum from Puebla. Reyna said that school had gone

by fast and that she would be going to summer school to learn English because

it was "more better than play." She explained that her father says it (summer

school) will help her not to forget. Reyna used many gestures when describing

summer school and continued to use gestures throughout the interview.

Reyna liked the art classes "a lot" and said it helped with learning words

in her regular class. She liked answering questions and following the task

directions the best because it helped her with English, saying "I remember the
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words more better." Reyna knew all the artists studied were from Mexico,

which prompted her to begin a lengthy conversation about her grandfather who

paints.

Reyna said she would keep the class just the same with no changes and

then asked if we could do this class again next year. She said she told her

mother about the classes and about the trip to the art museum. This student

showed great persistence about communicating during the interview. When

trying to tell about a fountain at the museum, she spent about five minutes,

using gestures and other words, until the interviewer finally understood.

Interview with Janet

There was no interview with Janet because she had withdrawn from

school unexpectedly.
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APPENDIX I

Field Notes and Reflective Notes

In the following notes, S indicates student(s) and T indicates teacher. Li

indicates Spanish, as the primary language of the students; L2 indicates English,

which is the secondary language of the students.The first three letters of a

student's name are used, to indicate an individual student such as Alb for

Alberto. Students' names have been changed from the actual names.

Session 1

Recorder Notes. S speak in Spanish preliminary to lesson, a little L2

mixed in.

T gives directions in L2; states goals of learning English and learning more

about art, explains she speaks only Eng. so they will have to help her.

S discuss where they were born and descriptions of mountains, Lake Titicaca.

S talk often at once; count to 20 in Li & L2, like a song.

S initiate discussion about new money now used on Mexico, in Li; Vicente

uses L2.

S translate for each other, big & grande; count their cards in both L1 & L2.

Much code switching; ex: "tengo twelve"; S correct each other on g & j.

Celia does word play with oso & ojo, bear red & red bear.

S guess on what primary colors are, translate blue into azul; discuss spelling of

yellow into amarillo; discuss jello, gelo.
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S & T go through all colors,, discussing different meanings & uses, such as

Blanca for a name, cafe for a drink.

S copy other words: horizontal, vertical, left & right, diagonal, geometric; guess

on what words are in Li.

Vic. speaks to recorder in L2; all S sound excited & happy.

Session 1

Reflective Notes. S are enthusiastic & very chatty; all seem able to

translate from L2 to Li at least a little. Vic. is the "clown"of the group and

Alb. follows his example. Cel. looks & acts the most mature. Del. corrected

"gello" to "gelo" or "helo". Jan. gave her name pronunciation in both Li & L2

but prefers the L2. Alb. is very careful to watch T card in order to copy it.

All talked often and all offered spellings of words in L2.

We copied Eng. and Spanish color words, directional words, geometric and

organic for art vocabulary. Many of the words are similar or the same in both

languages. Celia noticed that ojo is in rojo and turned the letters into a cartoon

of 2 eyes & a nose. Janet's L2 is without an accent, very precise when she uses

it; she says she was born in Chicago. Cel. was born in Lima, Peru; all others

born in Mexico. None of them have native art pictures at home. As the need

for the word "picture" arose, we added to the vocab. list.

Session 2

Recorder Notes. S get the paints out; Reyna chattering in L1, Vic asks
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about paints in L2. Jan. singing, very physically active, moving around a lot.

T gives directions for painting cards in L2, demonstrates, S quiet while they are

painting the cards. Vic. often showing S 7 translating into L2, very protective.

S seem to have trouble with painting the correct color and translate for each

other. T says color words in Li, S say colors in L1 and then L2, work hard at

mixing colors to match the example cards.

S use their word cards often for reference to color. S discuss shades of brown,

gray, & black.

T says colors in L2, S hold up the matching card. T struggles to say

"anaranjado" but can't get it; S enjoy this & laugh a lot.

S verbally "play" with L2 word sounds all during their painting, almost like

babies trying out new sounds.

T cannot understand question from Jan in L2, some frustration from both of

them.

S ask if they can come again on Friday, even before the session is over.

When copying the direction words (horizontal, vertical, diagonal), Cel. moves

her eyes in each direction, showing she understands the meanings even though

she doesn't know the L2 words for them.

T shows repro of "The Bull" & asks about where S see lines in it. S initiate

using shape words but have trouble distinguishing "shape" from "ship".

There is constant talking in Li.
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Vic. says the picture is copied by machine; other S read pic caption in L2 and

are confused by "bull" and "buffalo" as "bison".

T asks whether this is a photo or painting. S seem to understand and reply in

L1 that it is a painting. This evokes discussion of museum in Mexico City

which 2 S have been to.

Vic understands much L2 & talks with T often in L2. S discussed movies

with "mad bulls" in them; said tail had shape of a hand; would change the color

red into black; made faces like a bull; imitated sounds of cows; & discussed the

masculine & feminine of bull, cow.

S talked about what time to leave P. E. to come the special art sessions.

Session 2

Reflective Notes. S seem very excited at being in a special group and asked

to come back in 2 days during P.E. time, although the original plan was only to

come once a week.

The session started with painting cards to match color words in Li & L2. S

frequently checked the verbal card to get the correct paint with the word. S

could all say the color in L2, but their constant reference to cards showed they

needed help with comprehension of the words into application.

When "negro" came up for "black", Jan & Rey talked about how some kids

called them negro; discussion in Li. Vic seems at ease talking in L2, doesn't

mind making mistakes and keeps right on talking until he has communicated
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whatever he was intending to.

Jan uses "me" for "I"; she is physically very active, can't stay in her seat, and

constantly keeps up a sing-song of nonsense syllables and/or Ll words.

Delia is quiet but stays on task, needs: encouragement to talk.

Rey is quite talkative in Ll, likes to help Del.

Cel seems to be a nurturer and likes to get all L2 words correct; she often says

the word to herself before saying aloud.

T making more effort not to correct pronunciation; frequently gives directions

re/ materials, etc. in L2 which S follow w/o translation. This shows S

understand a lot of spoken L2 and are quick to take gestural cues.

S very interested in picture of bull; could tell it wasn't "photo" and said it was

made by a machine, meaning they knew it wasn't an original painting. All S

seemed able to read the name of the artist, Rudolfo Nieto. S faces looked

pleased & surprised to hear the artist was from Mexico. When describing colors

in the pic, S used L1 w/ Vic saying them in L2. S imitated the expression of

the bull's face. Alb more comfortable w/ direction words than w/ color words &

initiated 2 responses to direction questions.

All S showed understanding about why their white paint patch wasn't white, due

to dirty brushes.

S were excited about coming back; Vic will take sharge or getting pass to leave

P.E. to go to early lunch.
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There is so much S want to talk about that it is difficult to cover all the planned

art content. S are very chatty among themselves. They are very responsible

about going to lunch and coming back by noon, voluntarily skipping recess.

They seem excited & happy. Alb. is generally more quiet but is always

involved in the activity.

Session 3

Recorder Notes. Class checks on spelling of color words in L1 w/ Mrs. A

(aide), and about spelling of directional words.

Jan. sings the color words to herself. T introduces geometric, organic shapes.

Alb. is speaking more today, in L2; Cel. seems very sleepy, went to a 15th

party last night. Rey. explains that a mural is a "big picture". S are referring to

vocab cards often, in response to T questions.

Mrs. A is translating much discussion to S; seems to cut down on their

responses.

Cel. mimes meaning of "compass", draws picture of it to show what it is.

The word "straight" brings discussion on all its silent letters, and what it would

sound like if all letters were pronounced; S laugh about the silent letters.

When looking at Rivera mural picture, Rey says she was in MX City, in L1.

Many of the S are excited about recognizing many of the objects in the mural.

They give names of MX Indians and converse about the picture, in Li. T asks

that they try Li so she can understand too. S discuss: shaman, curandero,
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dancing, wearing little clothing, tortilla & beans, skulls, santos, king of the sun

and moon, Indians speaking diferent languages (than Spanish).

S respond to T asking them to show which direction is: horiz., vertic., diagonal.

S point directions correctly. When S are talking about mural in L2, they often

refer to vocab cards they made.

Topic of conversation changes very fast, quickly goes into discussion of new

money in MX.

Session 3

Reflective Notes. Del & Jan are absent, and Cel is very sleepy bacause of a

15th party last night. Cel tries hard to stay attentive altho her eyes almost shut

many times. Mrs. A, the bilingual aide, came today, to help w/ translation. She

is very anxious to have S speak in L2, & tends to over-translate, give too much

info, so that the S stop talking. It may be better not to have the aide, altho she

is very willing.

Rey responded a lot to the mural pic by Rivera, but always in Li, not trying L2.

Alb was also very responsive, knew the names of many Indian groups. Vic &

Alb used L1 & L2 to explain that the Indians speak in other langs, not Spanish.

Cel & Alb seem to have solid academic knowledge from previous schooling in

social studies area re/Indians.

Vic concentrated more on using the color markers than verbalizing today.

No one knew terms for organic, geometric, shapes in either Li or L2. S use the
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vocab cards so often that we may need to find a way to organize them for faster

reference. S often say a word to themselves in Li before saying aloud in L2. S

have so much to say & discuss that it. is difficult to get to the studio work

(painting the mural).

Session 4

Reflective Notes. (tape recorder did not function properly; no recording)

All 6 S present

S reviewed vocab cards w/ T and then started painting mural. S questioned

using blue mural paper, asked for white paper.

Cel able to say back all words. Jan had difficulty concentrating, seems least

able to use L2 in discussions. Alb starting to use L2, now looks directly at T

when speaking. Previously he would only look down when speaing. Vic needs

encouragement not to always translate for others; he is most advanced when

speaking L2. Del & Rey need more oportunity to speak as they seem quite shy;

they listen very attentively.

All S use gestures while speaking, esp. when trying L2. Cel is always successul

using a gesture to explain something for which she cannot think of a word.

Before painting, we looked at a mural by Rivera. Alb recognized picture of

Zapata as MX leader; seems to be gaining confidence.

T appraised vocab cards done so far; all spellings and symbols correct except

for Alb & Cel not putting "n" on "brown". Jan was missing 4 of the color
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swatches on the back of cards. T put cards on a wire so that S can wear the

cards around necks, or at least have them together, for ease in reference.

When painting mural, each S wants to paint his/her own work rather than

collaborate on a total unified art work. Rey works sideways, maybe because we

are crowded to work with all standing at the bottom of the paper.

T needs to talk less in oder to encourage more talk from S. Maybe arrange

small rewards for S when they use L2. T needs to prepare chart w/ vocab

words to hang in S homeroom.

Session 5

Recorder Notes. T gives S list of vocab words & symbols introduced so

far. S say words, anticipating T will ask them for recall. Alb saying "bull" but

is unable to pronounce "painter" in L2, then recalls "Zapata." Rey says

"Indian."

Del says a few words in L2. Vic reads entire list of words; he often says

simple L2 sentences.

S compliment T on spelling Li words corectly. S suggest adding Diego Rivera

to vocab list; Cel suggests adding Rudolfo Nieto.

S did not know L2 word for artist but did know "artista."

T encouraged S to show list to their mothers, at home.

All S knew word "bull"; kidded about "Chicago Toros" (basketball playoffs

w/Chicago Bulls was taking place on tv).
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S were excited to start painting on mural, much talking in Li. S initiate setting

up a space to set out the paper & paints. Each S says the color paint s/he

wants, in L2. S also knew "orange, peach, gold". Many gestures are used

during this preparation to paint. T discourages students from translating for.

each other so quickly; says "don't tell her; she knows what I'm asking."

T tells Del to "make a horizontal line" and she does.

S get very quiet while painting. Jan says "I have color red". T asks about

various painting techniques (thick paint, blending colors, overlapping) in L2.

Cel gets paint on Rey's blouse. Rey says in L2 "Cel got paint on my blouse." T

explains in L2 that she needs to wash it when she gets home & Rey nods head

to show she understands.

S ask how to make brown; many S give suggestions on how to mix a brown

from the colors we have. S look at color wheel chart to find complimentary

(opposite) colors to mix a brown. Cel praises other S painting, in L2. While

painting many red bulls on the mural, S use words "tail" & "horn." Jan used

the word "bull" when asked if what she was painting was a buffalo.

S did not want to return to regular class, although they could see them outside

playing. S respond, "Me no finish." T gives directions for clean-up in L2;

students seem to understand as they carry out the directions. S look at other

pics from Images, to choose ideas to paint next time. They decide to put the

shrine idea in the sky of the mural because it has angels in it.
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S are mixing L2 with Li as they speak among themselves.

Session 5

Reflective Notes. All S seem anxious to paint but willing to look at words

we had studied first. Cel suggests we add Rivera & Nieto to the list. S did not

know the word for artist until T said it in L2 (artist & artista). S had been

saying "peintura". As S said the L2 word for the color paint each wanted, each

received that paint.

Cel had trouble w/ L2 for "green", said "grape" & "gris".

S very quiet as they start to paint.

Rey got paint on her blouse from Cel but wasn't upset. Cel said "I'm sorry."

Rey understood when T explained about washing her blouse as soon as she got

home. She repeated the directions to herself in Li.

T & S discuss how to fit other picture ideas into the mural. S want to see the

other pics first; they liked the volcano. S choose the shrine pic also; Vic

suggests to put it in the sky because it has angels.

S wanted to stay longer than they could; Jan forgot to take her vocab list with

her but came back in a few minutes to get it.

S did not interact much in planning where things would go on the mural.

S not familiar w/ directional words, altho Del followed suggestion to paint a

horizontal sky line. S did not know shape words in either Li or L2 and are

often willing to let Vic speak for them since he is confident about using L2.
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Alb is very quiet and looks down often. Jan doesn't seem focused at all on the

painting. Del & Rey are quite hesitant to say words in L2 but are often able to

talk about art words in Li. In general, S use Li about 90%-95% of the time.

Vic reminds the groups when it is time to come to the special session. All of

the S seem anxious to come even tho it means giving up their only break in the

day (30 minute lunch, no recess). They seem to genuinely like each other and

spontaneously help each other.

Session 6

Recorder Notes. S ask about L2 words on paper which describe how they

are feeling that day.

Parent comes to the door, interrupts session. S talk among themselves in L1

while parent asks T about an unrelated project. S talk to the recorder, sing into

it.

When session resumes, S give word "cable" for wire which goes through their

vocab cards. Each wire has a variety of colors and S say names of colors in

L2.

S & T frequentlly talk at the same time, making it very difficult to transcribe

from the recorder. There is frequent laughter.

When T tells S they must leave on time today, S says in L2, "Did Mrs. May

(their regular teacher) tell you? Oh, Mrs. May!"

T reviews the pictures they had looked at previously and S even recall the page
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number that was on the reproduction.

S quiet each other 3 times; choose the color wire to put through their vocab

cards.

Rey & Del chat in Li constantly but follow the L2 directions re/ wires.

Alb says "I don't want to go" & "I like you."

Cel asks "Me purple.. .my purple?" T responds with "Are you purple?" and S

get the joke and laugh.

S easily say the color words in L2, use many gestures while talking. Vic

self-amends his verb tenses.

T introduces new term "value"; S have hard time saying the v sound instead of

the b sound. T shows the cards for "simple" & "complex" using many gestures

to explain.

When it is time to go, S say "thank you."

Rey tells T that she is going back to Mexico to live, on Monday. T expresses

much sadness at this. (Rey does not move, however.)

Session 6

Reflective Notes. S seem over-active today; they only had 15 min to eat

lunch. Rey was disappointed to hear they had to leave in 30 minutes (we had

been taking 45 min previous to this session), and said "Mrs.May?" indicating

she knew it was at her regular teacher's request.

Vic seemed reluctant to be here today. It is beautiful weather and he looks out
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the window at all his friends playing. What a sacrifice this must be for him.

It is very difficult to accomplish a T-S relationship, explain our objectives for

the session, work, and have closure in only 30 minutes.

T promises S we will paint next time .but that there are prizes for each S who

works hard today.

Rey says she is returning to MX but doesn't seem too upset at the prospect. She

is just beginning to make noticeable progress in L2.

Cel recalls averything about the pictures we looked at, even the page number,

and talks about them before the T asks. She has picked up on the pattern

(starting w/ review) of each session.

Alb wore a t-shirt w/ "Chicago Bulls" written on it, to show us the word "bull"

which we had studied. He was very proud to show it.

S made new cards for "value"; Alb said "gris" but couldn't remember "gray".

All chose wire colors, said "cables", put cards on wire to hang around necks.

S looked at simple & complex cards, which they want to draw.

Del said all color words without hesitation in L2.

S are pronouncing the L2 words without an accent; they often self-correct on

pronunciation.

Jan works very slowly w/ cards, only half-interested. T tells her she is missing

some of the colors and altho she looks surprised, makes no effort to fix them.

She seems to understand far more L2 than it first appeared in the sessions.
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The sessions are going more slowly than was planned because S talk, and have

so much to say, all during the time allotted. This is also a difficult time of the

day (noon) for the students. They have had no break or recess. Their needs for

activity and conversation must come before the ease of doing the research in an

orderly and easily observed manner.

Session 7

Recorder Notes. T shows chart of art vocab for S to take back to

classroom.

S demonstrate meaning of words, acting out & gestures: ex: "curve" & "curb"

bring discussion that a curb has a curve.

T gives rewards for S who brought word list; Cel brought hers.

S confuse the words bull & bull fighter when looking at small carving of a bull;

S mime the meaning of wood when asked about the material used in carving.

When hearing about origins of little statues, S cheer for country of MX over

Peru.

Vic is coughing often, doesn't seem well, seems more withdrawn today.

S examine bull pins from India; gesture for horns, look at world map to find

India.

S give the word "detail" to T when describing the pin; shows comprehension.

Rey very involved w/discussion; T asks Rey if she is moving but Rey doesn't

know.
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Vic takes Jan' pencil to tease her.

T uses many gestures to explain how to work on written word list; S & T work

on writing "what is art about" in either Li or L2.

Rey doesn't write much; Cel explains directions to Del & Rey.; finishes writing

and draws picture of T.

Alb doesn't write but is drawing pic of D.Rivera & R.Nieto, he says.

T holds card of symbol of art vocab to give S a quiz; Cel stops T from giving

any clues or gestures; she wants to do it w/o extra help.

Del coughing, looks like she feels sick.

Jan really trying hard w/ word list.

Vic calls attention to the time so S won't be late to class.

Many S coughing, T reminds S to cover mouths & S demonstrate by turning

heads & coughing.

S & T correct quizes; each receives a bull pin; Jan says "it's ugly" & S discuss

this.

Rey asks if she can have little statues; all S ask for photo of themselves which

T took on the first session meeting; T promises to get copies for all.

Session 7

Reflective Notes. Many of the students seem to have bad coughs & colds

right now but stay quite involved w/ the activities despite not feeling well.

None of the S are comfortable with writing in either Li or L2; no complete
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sentences, just scattered words. Writing is non-productive at this stage since

they have no opportunity to write in L1 in the classroom and cannot use L2

sufficiently yet. Writing makes them'anxious.

S love to receive little rewards; very excited to get anything, really want photos

of themselves.

Of 6 vocab words, all S got at least 5 correct on the "quiz", in L2.

Session 8

Recorder Notes. S are chatting in L1; T shows S pictures from Images and

asks S questions about the pics in L2; S respond to questions, showing

comprehension of L2.

Vic translates some of the words in describing details of the pictures.

Del tells group about her dog Zoro after she hears the word "sorry" which

sounds like "sorrow" which sounds like "Zoro". S laugh about words that

sound so much alike.

Vic & Alb do not like the picture of Virgin Mary (in shrine picture from

Images) because they say the are Baptist.

S say the T looks like a doctor when she wears her white smock.

S work together in parallel, but not on same idea.

While painting, S converse constantly in Li.

Alb calls Jan a monkey; Cel asks about caricatures in the school hall.

S tell T that Mrs. May has put the word chart up in their classroom.
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Alb & Vic again say they "don't like virgin"; talk about devils; Cel uses many

gestures while talking.

S examine blue paint which has mold in the bottle & smells bad.

Vic tells the camera he likes Nora, his girlfriend.

T calls time to stop; S do not want to stop; Rey responds to questions about the

paint on her blouse from previous session, it did not wash out but it's ok.

Session 8

Reflective Notes. S seem to enjoy painting a lot; they spend much time

talking together while working. Alb & Vic stick together,partly because they

are the only boys and also because they go to church together and play together

at home.

Del is becoming more comfortable about talking, code switches a little when she

is talking to T. Cel uses many gestures when talking, persists until she is

understood by T.

S work on their own section of the mural, rather than do parts of one idea. This

concept is difficult for them, partly because they just want to get on with the

painting and not spend time talking about it.

Session 9

Recorder Notes. S noticed alphabet chart hanging on chalk board; discussed

pictures w/ letters.

Markers on table elicited talk about permanent vs. waterbase markers. S used
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word "ugly" to describe smell of perm. markers. also discussed "blank" for

empty, the color purple.

T introduced terms "abstract, realistic"; not able to say terms in Li.

interuptions from Vic coughing; a teacher comes to the door to ask T a

question.

T explains "realistic" & asks S to draw something real on their cards; Cel

chooses to draw the T; T draws Cel.

Rey has trouble attending to task, talks constantly; then draws a face without a

mouth.

T has trouble communicating meaning of "abstract", semi-abstract.

Cel wants to earn points, asks about how to earn them to get a photo.

Rey responds in L2 when choosing an abstract example, code switches when

naming colors.

Alb, Rey, Del try reading the word abstract; Alb not very focused on tasks.

Cel concerned about having extra blank cards; T reassures her it's ok.

S explain "realistic", ask why markers shouldn't go in mouths; guess

"geometrico" for an abstract picture.

Rey makes the connection between 'abstract' and "subtract"; seems very

excited, chattering most of the time.

Alb watches actions of the other S most of the time.

T asks Rey to get settled three times
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S very interested & curious about T earrings, which are fishing lures; they talk

about going fishing.

S work on meaning for abstract; discuss "The Bull" as to whether it's realistic or

abstract; Alb correctly identifies 3 pics; Cel anxious to answer many questions.

T shows MX City image; S discuss whether it can be both real & ugly.

Vic explains all his reasons in L2, equates ugly with abstract.

Cel says "The Lovers" look like angels.

All S corectly id "The City #1" as abstract, showing comprehension.

Rey chooses to answer in L2 even tho told it's ok to say answer in Li.

Cel explains an image as abstract "because it doesn't look like nothing."

Alb notices the small date, 1965, on pics.

S correct the T on pronunciation of artist names.

S look at T earrings & say "realistic"(they are little plastic fish); Vic comments

they are used for fishing; Vic offers to write new terms on their classroom chart

of vocab words.

Rey asks T for photo and tells why she should have it, all in L2.

T generally speaks very quickly, uses many words the S may not know but they

seem to comprehend the ideas; much conversation goes on somewhat constantly

in both L1 & L2. Cel asks about an art contest from previous months, tends to

notice many extraneous details and often asks about things a T may. have

mentioned many weeks before.
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Session 9

Reflective Notes. The objective was to intro the terms abstract & realistic.

Jan was absent. The group seemed very active and had difficulty staying

attentive, maybe because spring break just ended & this is 1st session after it.

Rey still constantly chatters, no matter what else is going on.

S worked for points to earn their copy of the group photo and that seemed to

help Rey concentrate. She seems to know much more L2 and sometimes used it

today, even though the verb tense may be incorrect.

Del worked hard today, stayed focused on the topic the whole time.

All S seemed to quickly grasp difference between abstract & realistic, very

difficult for them to say the word "abstract" but it helped to connect it

w/"subtract" because they were already familiar with that word.

S had much to say about the image "Cities #1", what it looked like to them;

Rey described in L2 that it had many lines & shapes.

Vic initiated writing down the 2 new terms so hw could copy them on the

homeroom chart.

As a group, S seem comfortable with talking all at once or many at one time.

T promised S to go back to mural painting next time.
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Session 10

Recorder Notes. S check the mural to see if paint is dry, although it has

been many days since they painted it (very little experience w/paints).

Cel asks T for something but T does not understand the words; after more

explaining and gestures, T finally understand that she wants a paper towel.

Rey takes all the mold off the blue paint, w/o any prompting.

Jan starts by standing next to T; S call Jan a monkey; all paint.

T suggests Vic repaint the mountains the way he first had them; T corrects Rey

who is mixing all the paints together.

Cel asks to look at the book to see the pic of Rivera's mother & child; Rey

comments "the baby was fat."

Jan corrects on pronunciation of her name; she prefers the L2 pronunc.

S recall all the pics from Images, remember titles.

Vic wants to put a Pizza Hut in the mural, discussion.

Jan won't start painting, doesn't respond to questions; Alb says it is because Jan

doesn't understand L2; Rey & Cel translate directions to Jan but still no

response; S say "Jan has a problem".

More conversation goes on, much of it in L2, code switching common.

Cel wants to make her own mural; S mime the meaning of volcano when they

see it in Images.

Alb tries unsuccessfully to tell T something in L1; T does not understand.
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Rey wants to know about getting her photo, in L2.

T says "time to go" & S respond "go cowboys go".

Session 10

Reflective Notes. We missed our session last Friday due to their homeroom

field trip, tried rescheduling on Mon & Tues, but both times their class went on

an unannounced field trip. Students tried to tell the T this was going to happen.

Before today's session, they were on another trip and came back late for art

class. T will be gone on Thur & Fri, so we had to meet today or miss this

week entirely. We missed a week due to spring break.

As a result of all this confusion, S were not focused at all. Jan was mad at

everybody and would not work at all. Vic missed eating with his friends and

seemed reluctant to be here. T promises S a trip to Dallas Museum of Art with

a pizza dinner when the sessions are over; that promise helped to lift spirits.

After session was over, T turned off VCR to talk w/ Jan. She spoke very

clearly in L2 to tell T how everybody except Del is calling her a monkey and

they don't like her. T is aware that some fighting has been going on, which

includes some of the mothers, going back for months. Jan & T talk about

teasing and how to ignore it. Jan L2 useage surprises the T; Jan knows far

more L2 than she has allowed anyone to see.
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Session 11

Recorder Notes. As T promised, S continue painting mural. Cel asks if the

picture of mother & child is "a real picture", meaning a photo. When talking

about color brown, which is "cafe" in Li, she says "cafe simple", a way to

drink coffee. She labelled all pics correctly as to type; knew that jelly

beans(reward from T) had something to do with rabbbits, Easter.

Vic often uses the L2 phrases "that's cool". He comments that the pictures we

are looking at are made by a machine (xerox copy); often translates for other S.

Vic says abstract pic looks like broken glass (analogy), wants to copy all the

pics we look at, remembers the term "realistic" although he calls it "real."

When discussing "simple, complex," makes the connnection that realistic pics

are complex. Vic translates often for Jan.

Alb recalls the artist name Diego Rivera when he looks at a pic of Rivera

mural. When Cel mentions cafe simple, he adds "con pan" because you often

have bread with coffee. Alb gave the word "easy" when trying to explain

"simple"; seems very alert today.

Del initiates looking through all the pics in Images; points out a sunflower and

tries to teach T how to say it in Li; very excited about painting more on the

mural. After session, asks T if she could have her copy of the group photo.

Rey looks at pic of flower and says in L2, "it's a tulip". She explains that cafe

simple means coffee w/o sugar. She uses Li most of the time.
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Jan uses L1 almost exclusively during sessions. When looking at pics of Mx,

she says "Viva Mexico, yeah." When looking at drawing by Rivera of

countryside with a building, Jan tries to translate words for public school for T.

For 3rd time, she corrects T about pronunciation of her name, preferring the L2

version. When S are writing new terms, Jan wants to color the pic by Rivera.

When T gives each S a copy of a drawing by Rivera, S very excited to have

their own to color. The word "egalite" is in pic and all S are able to translate it.

Session 11

Reflective Notes. Class seemed very focused on task today. Jan was the

student who remembered to get the hall pass to come to session. S ask to have

their "treat" at start of session rather than the end. T has S guess what is

wrapped in the napkins by feeling; Cel says "Easter" and other S say rabbit

(jelly beans were in the napkins). S knew what the candy was but didn't know

a name for it in L2. S came up with "frijoles de rabbit" which caused much

laughing.

Session continued by looking at large repros of works by Frida Kahlo, as T tells

Kahlo story. T wants S to see how Kahlo valued monkeys as a symbol of

Mexican nature, so Jan might not feel bad about being called monkey by other

S. S were very kind and solicitous to Jan today; Jan was very on-task &

cooperative.

There are L1 phrases in the Kahlo works which Cel translated into L2; other S
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corrected the L1 pronunciation of Cel (who is from Peru and pronounces

differently from Mexican LI).

VCR was not recording for first 15 min; Del noticed it was not blinking (light)

and told T about it.

T wrote words "simple, complex"; S connected the terms with drawings by

Rivera. S received 2 copies of drawing to take home. S seem to understand the

new terms quickly. T & S combine simple & complex with the meanings of

abstract & realistic. Class looks through Images, identifying each pic as to

abstract, realistic, simple,& complex.

S like the idea of taping the mural onto the bulletin board so they can paint

more easily than on table; very enthusiastic. S remind T they want their own

copies of group photo.

Session 12

Recorder Notes. As VCR is turned on, Rey talks to the camera.

S look at what they have painted so far on the mural; Alb, Vic, Cel, Rey discuss

the picture in L1.

Vic wants to paint a car on mural & starts in right away.

Jan turns and talks to camera briefly in Li.

Del asks in L2, "who has orange?"; Cel recalls the L2 words "paper towel"; Jan

looks for "cafe" paint.

T uses gestures to talk about "The Lovers" picture in Images; S see that the
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picture also looks like an animal face; Cel translates "lovers" to "amores."

Alb corrects Rey on pronunciation of horse; S say it sounds like "heart" &

"hurt"; Cel adds on "My heart is broken" for a hurt heart.

Del says English is hard; Vic adds "it's: not easy (to speak English)." 3 S say

they learned some L2 in school in Mx.

Rey paints volcano behind picture of a tv in the mural (overlapping); Cel is not

happy with the way she painted the mother's face and compares it to the picture

in Images. Vic writes the name Nora many places on the mural; S tease each

other about boyfriends & girlfriends' names.

Rey plays with the VCR; she seems unable to focus on painting today.

T tells S that one of the artists whose pic they are looking at, once taught art in

Denton (nearby); S seem uninterested in this info.

S discuss if they want the finished mural to hang outside in the hallway for

other students to see; Vic wants it outside, Cel does not.

S seem to understand most of what T says with words, gestures, intonation,

context, & watching each other.

Session 12

Reflective Notes. Today we worked on finishing our first mural, putting it

on the wall where it was easier to paint than on the table.

Cel didn't like her work with the mother & child, but did keep on working on it.

S all seemed quite involved, but are ready to start another mural. S asked if we
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would be hanging it on the outside hall wall.

Jan said her mother wanted Jan to have the group photo (in L2); T explained

that she would have copies made for everybody but it would take time.

S talk constantly while painting but many L2 words are scattered in. T is

understanding more of the Li words, especially when they are art related. Ex: "I

need brown. How did you make that color?" in L1.

Alb painted shapes behind other shapes, w/o any instruction on that technique.

In general, S lack much experience w/ painting, struggle with mixing the colors

they want. Vic painted some fancy cars in his section of the mural. He is the

most risk-taking & aggressive, both with use of L2 and tasks. Alb is growing

in L2 acquisition very quickly, often says a word in L1 and then in L2.

Del helps Jan with translating and tasks, probably too much. Jan really doesn't

want to use L2 but has shown she understands much of it.

Rey has said that L2 is too hard, but she uses it with T, along with many

gestures.

For the first 11 sessions, S marked a paper with different facial expressions on

it, to indicate how they were feeling that day. We stopped doing this, as it

appears the S were marking faces that were interesting to them, rather than ones

that showed how they felt. It may have been that the T was never able to

adequately explain what the paper was about.

Sessions are beginning to get "old" now that novelty is wearing off. Using
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tangible rewards seems to help, along with the promise of going on an evening

trip to the museum, & pizza.

Session 13

Recorder Notes. S work on vocab w/ art terms as a contest, for rewards.

T shows prizes to S, so that they see there are enough for everyone to win. Jan

is unusually quiet.

S discuss the word "favorite" as "favorito"; Rey sounds out the word

"dimension"; T explains the new terms 3-D & 2-D; S say "it's easy."

Cel is very giddy, excited; Vic & Cel knew the term 3-D.

Alb says that Jan doesn't understand; T says she does. Alb asks in Li if the T

understands Spanish; T replies "porquito." Alb says "mucho" indicating that he
thinks the T understands much Spanish.

S do play-on-words with "Spanish, spinaca, spinach."

S go through all the color words in L2; Del says "balue" for "value"; S discuss

the v and b sound in Li & L2.

Cel explains "geometric"; she does not want S to refer to cards when they are

trying to remember a term. T tells S may use cards when they want to.

Vic uses cards to find the term "abstract." Rey recalled many words but was

very hesitant to give answers; Del recalls "horizontal" w/o help; Jan recalls

"geometric." Alb recalls artists' names & does not want to refer to cards but

when he does, he correctly answers "realistic."
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Cel gives an answer "simple" which other S challenge; she correctly defends her

answer.

Jan plays with markers while waiting for others to finish their answers. When it

is her turn, she gets all her answers correctly and in L2; she becomes more

involved as the contest goes on.

T waits up to a minute for S who are trying to find answers.

Rey talks to camera after she gets only half an answer correct.

Alb challenges one of Cel answers using purple; he is correct.

Vic correctly gets 6 out of 6 correct; other S get 5 out of 6; each chooses a

prize with much discussion in mixed Li & L2. Rey tries to take an extra prize

and hide it; Alb very interested in how one of the prizes works (clip-on frame);

Vic says "we forgot one thing...to clean up." He proceeds to pick up all the

materials we used.

Session 13

Reflective Notes. T is very impressed at how well the S respond to the

vocab contest. The images used in questionning the S were completely new to

them, so they had to comprehend the art terms in order to answer corectly. S

correctly identified combinations such as "simple and abstract", along with other

combinations. Jan grew more and more involved as the game progressed; she

knew all her answers. Del is more timid than the other S but she did very well.

Rey doesn't accept "losing" and defended her answers using much L2. Vic was
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very cooperative and involved; shows much language initiative and is the

risk-taker of the group. Alb is growing in confidence & language acquisition;

he used a play on words (Spanish sounds like spinaca which sounds like

spinach). Cel prefers no extra help or aids; she wants the group to work from

memory only. She sets very high standards for herself.

Alb tried to translate everything for Jan. for awhile,saying "she doesn't

understand." Jan prefers this role (to be helped) but when pushed, really knows

and can use a lot of English. Rey seems to know much L2 but doesn't show

much motivation to use it except when she wants a reward (photo, an additional

prize, extra candy, etc.).

There is more L2 being used among the S; they even correct each other's

pronunciation and grammar. They love to please the T, make each other laugh,

and have fun. T is surprised at how well they remember new terms & artists'

names. S are progressing very well in using L2 verbally. It seems almost

helpful that the T cannot speak Spanish- because it gives the S a certain amount

of privacy (inside jokes), and S know they need to communicate with T in ways

other than L1. Ex: S gestured and said "beach, waves" when trying to indicate

"curved lines."

Session 14

Recorder Notes. While getting materials ready, Vic asks in L2 to listen to

some Spanish music.
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S ask T if she has been to MX in L1. T gives directions for painting the art

terms in L2; intro the words palette and brush through gestures. There is much

code switching among S while directions & materials are given.

Rey comprehends "shape", Vic translates for her; Rey reacting very slowly to

directions. Other S quite patient while they wait for Rey to be sure about the

word shape.

S continue to help each other, translating the directions in L1. Throughout the

lesson, T continues to give peripheral directions in L2 and S follow through w/o

further translating.

S look at card w/ picture and take turns giving the L2 art term for the pic. Cel

gets "horizontal direction"; Alb correctly identifies "realistic"; Jan gets

"straight" perfectly; Del responds to "3-D"; Vic gets "triangle"; Rey gets

"straight"; Alb correctly gives "vertical direction."

Del seems very solemn during class; her mother (w/ man and small child) come

to the class to talk w/ Del and she is even more serious after the interruption,

does not tell us what it is about.

Rey responds to T request for extra fairness and gives Vic a 2nd chance to

answer a question.

S practice saying the v and b sound among themselves.

Cel is very animated during all the interchanges.

Vic explains the shape "oval" by saying "like on the test" (standardized tests
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they are practicing for in homeroom).

None of the S give up while trying to say the art terms; Alb gets visibly upset

because he wants a 2nd chance to try a word.

There is much good-hearted teasing among the S during the word review;

students show much effort and competition because they all want to get the

prizes.

Session 14

Reflective Notes. These extra classes seem to be getting more imposing on

the students, as the weather is better and their class gets to go outside while

they are inside, working. It is only fair they receive some tangible reward for

their work, for all the free time they give up. According to their regular

teacher, they get no "free time" for any choices during the school day.

The longer we work, the better the S seem to know each other and the more

teasing they do. Almost every session, Rey asks T to have some material

object: group photo, pencils, cards, an additional reward, etc. She seems a bit

manipulative. Jan has become much more cooperative and participates actively.

When she uses L2, she has almost no accent; T does not know why. Alb's

language acquisition is growing rapidly; he often gives an "aside" in L2. Vic

seems to comprehend L2 by far the best in the group, and seems very

comfortable in using it. Cel appears to understand L2 very well, but has trouble

expressing thoughts in L2, to find the right word for what she means. She stays
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with it until the T understands her. Del is the most quiet, rarely smiled today.

She was noticably more serious after her mother spoke with her during the

session time.

As a group, S are growing steadily in L2, judging from the frequency they use

it. It is probably beneficial to have a T who doesn't understand their Li,

because they try so hard to use L2, gestures, and analogies to communicate with

T. Alb, in Li, said the T understands much Spanish, although the T replied,

"no, porquito."

The more the T & S work together, the less aware the T is of which language

they are using in the midst of working on a project. The T concludes that the

more familiar T & S are with each other, the less obvious it is as to the type of

communication used. The communication goes very quickly when each have

something they really want to say.

Session 15

Recorder Notes. (Jan is absent) S are divided into teams of 2, to be given

multi-step tasks, using all the art terms on vocab list. Teams are: Alb & Del,

Cel & Rey, Vic alone.

Vic is using L2 during T directions; Cel & Alb are still eating the remains of

lunch. Alb asks T if she has been to Aculpoco. Cel is very giggley; T not very

patient with the giddiness (T has a cold).

After getting her task card, Cel asks T to give the directions in Li but Cel
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proceeds to read the card in L2 (as written). S discuss "Does a dog have

straight lines?" Cel says you could make a dog like a robot and still be

realistic.

T uses many gestures while explaining the task cards.

Cel says "ladies go first" in L2 and then repeats it inLi; S respond to this

excitedly in Li.

Alb helps Vic understand the word "fruit"; T gestures to explain "bowl."

S help each other understand the words on the task cards. S read the cards in

L2, then translate into Li.

Del requests a pencil in L2; Cel says "I don't have orange (marker)" but figures

out how to mix it with red & yellow. She asks what "complex" means because

she doesn't have a vocab card with that term on it. T & S go over different

pictures to learn what complex means.

Vic reads his task card, says "oh that's easy"; S are using many gestures.

Cel & Rey don't understand "oval"; T & S discuss the shape oval in L2.

Del asks for an additional task card; Alb & Del are able to read and understand

the task as they collaborate.

Vic talks to the camera about his girlfriend, Nora.

T asks S to pin the task cards up on the paper by their completed tasks.

Rey & Cel learn the meaning of oval through the use of many gestures.

Vic asks, "How do you make green?" and then looks at color wheel to figure it
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out by himself.

Alb & Del work well together on figuring out the words of their task.

Together the T & S check each task to its directions. Cel says the opposite of

organic is geometric, in L2. Discussion on whether color can also be a value.

Vic says "complex has details", showing good recall. Alb begins to lose

interest as the number of directions increases, perhaps too difficult. Then T gets

confused on who is on which team; Alb tries to correct her but gets stopped by

T and he gets upset, mumbles in Li with his head down.

S show the shapes of circle & oval with their fingers.

T then explains about the upcoming field trip in L2; Vic explains where

everybody lives and who lives close to whom, all in L2. S seem to understand

about the food they will eat on the trip and excitedly discuss in L1. Cel asks

about bringing a different food with her since she doesn't like Mex food. T

gives each S a photograph of the group; S seem very happy.

Session 15

Reflective Notes. Jan is absent today. As a whole, it was difficult to get

the students to focus on the project today. As the year comes to a close, it

seems to naturally get more difficult for the students to concentrate on

academics. Cel's actions are much less related to the task at hand, which is a

big change for her. S don't seem to understand the idea of working as a team;

each wants to do his own task, or would ask the T for meanings rather than ask
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each other. There were 2 times that one person would explain something to

another team (very helpful), and S did refer back to their vocab cards often.

The group discussed the upcoming field trip and S chose Taco Cabana instead

of going to a pizza place. Cel doesn't eat Mex food and wants to bring her own

food (hamburger). Cel said maybe her mom could come too.

S loved getting their own group photograph.

T got confused about who was on each team, and T upset Alb when he was

trying to mix paint.

The session went much more slowly than the T planned for it to go. Perhaps

each S should have received a task card of her own and asked other S for help

when necessary, rather than try to work as a team

Session 16

Recorder Notes. All present; S had a substitute teacher in regular

homeroom. S will continue working with multi-step tasks.

T gives S each a set of markers. Only the 4 girls are present to start; 2 boys

knock on the door and Cel asks if can let them in (L2). Another teacher brings

Alb; T & S try to figure out why the boys are late; Alb seems confused and

upset about being late.

S may work alone today, rather than work in pairs. T does not give the S their

set of vocab cards; Vic asks 3 times for the cards, so he can use them for

reference.
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T & S discuss the meaning of "flat" & "fat," for 2-D & 3-D.

Jan shows T that there are no black markers in the sets of markers.

Alb gets upset when Cel earns a "point" for her correct task. T & S check each

completed task; Cel completes one by herself. Rey has trouble with the word

"hand" but does understand 3-D.

Alb continues arguing under his breath, still upset.

Group works on drawing a 3-D hand; T demonstrates. Alb finally does try

doing a hand picture.

While drawing, S notice the shadow under their hands; a long discussion

follows on how shadows help show 3-D. Alb still looks worried, unhappy,

distracted, and doesn't talk.

Jan reads her task in L2 very well.

S correct the T on her pronunciation of Li "curvas;" S talk about hair having

curves, as in curved lines.

T shows class a Mexican devil mask; S discuss whether it is 2-D or 3-D; S talk

about the word "flat" (2-D), and about the material the mask is made of (wood).

S try the word "stick-tree" to explain what they mean for wood.

T shows colored clay that S will use to make a 3-D figure; S respond with the

word "plasticina" for clay.

(interruption from a student coming in to look for a project)

S notice the time, discuss what a watch and clock are; look at classroom clock
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which has no numerals and laugh about it.

T shows Guatemalan nativity set of figurines for 3-D; S seem excited about this

project of making figures which are ''fat, not flat."

Session 16

Reflective Notes. The students have had a substitute teacher in their regular

class today, which was probably confusing.

Alb has seemed angry and confused lately, much like his behavior at the start of

the school year. T doesn't understand why and Alb can't tell T what's the

matter. The bilingual aide says he has been acting the same way in his

classroom and the teachers don't know why, either. T is concerned with the

best way to respond to him; he now participates very little.

Cel is quickly catching up to Vic's command of L2; she is very willing to try

any words related to a word she's trying to communicate. She is quite

competitive.

Both Jan & Rey are participating well and trying much more L2.

All the S read L2 quite well, even when they are not sure what it means. The

tasks they had to do are quite complicated, probably a little too hard, but the S

got most of each task (there are many steps to each task). 2-D & 3-D as terms

on paper are dificult to explain from a picture, when something looks 3-D but is

in 2-D medium.

S are using much L2 when interacting w/T as part of a group. They use L1
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when they explain things to each other, as well as when they are commenting.

Session 17

Recorder Notes. T gives S permission letters in Li, for their parents, re/

field trip to the Dallas Museum of Art.: Vic asks if Mrs. A will come (bilingual

aide). There is a brief interruption from the public address system. S have

trouble reading the Li letter; Cel is able to point out the part about eating in a

restaurant when the other S can't find that part.

T is able to understand the gist of the student remarks in Li. There is

confusion about the school talent show being at the same time as the trip. T &

S look the date up on the calendar.

When materials are given out for the clay project, Vic describes a Christmas

project they did, using wax paper. T describes, in L2, how Sculpey clay works,

especially how it blends together to make new colors.

Vic verbally describes and mimes grinding corn (masa).

(interruption at the door)

Rey uses Li color words as she receives her pieces of clay.

For ideas about figures to make, S discuss what jobs mothers do. S may use

their finished projects as a Mother's Day gift.

While T is responding to interruption at the door, S appear to be teasing each

other; conversing in L1.

T & S discuss Guatemala as origin of figurines. Vic & Alb say "Peru is ugly"
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in both Li & L2; they are teasing Cel who is from Peru.

Jan teaches T to say the L1 word for cactus.

Alb makes his figurine lying down, not free-standing. Cel comments on this as

"he's two dimensional." Del is very quiet while other S are talking.

T & S tease about going on a trip to Mexico; Rey says she has "papers

(passport)."

S are primarily experimenting with the clay rather than trying to complete a

figure. There is much laughter over Alb's "flat" figure.

S are reluctant to leave when it is time to go. Jan, who was absent when others

received their photos, asks for her photo. T says "Did I hear 'please'?" Jan

responds with a kiss to the T, thinking that is what the T asked for. The group

laughs. Jan receives her photo.

Session 17

Reflective Notes. Alb is in a much happier mood today. Jan & Rey speak

mostly in L1, but they show by their actions that they understand T's directions

in L2.

Vic seems almost as much at ease in L2 as in Li.

Cel uses many gestures with her L2, but she always manages to communicate

what she intends to.

Del speaks quietly to whoever sits next to her, rarely initiates a response to a L2

question, but always works very intensely on each project.
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Session 18

Recorder Notes. S are continuing their clay figurines.

Cel is frustrated when her figure does not stand up, keeps falling over.

Alb shows he understands that his figure is 2-D because it is lying down, flat.

Jan never really started her figure last time; she is working very slowly, mostly

playing with each little block of color.

S are using many gestures to mime their figures: Ex: seat belts, weight lifter.

Jan tries to take other S's clay.

S start singing "Gilligan's Island" in L2, because they are performing it for the

talent show. T asks them how they will act it out; S respond "don't tell her."

Vic says "come and watch it" in L2.

T asks S about their school plans for the next year. None of the S are sure

about coming back to t his school; they may be moving.

S refer to color wheel chart when trying to mix a brown color.

Vic chatters in L2 almost continuously as he works with clay.

Alb figure is flat; Cel says "make it fat (3-D)."

Jan never quite gets started making her figure; T threatens that she might not be

able to go on trip with class.

S enjoy mimicking each other and their figurines. S enthusiastically clean-up so

they may get their prizes.
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Session 18

Reflective Notes. With the school end so close, and their homeroom going

on so many field trips, the group students are having a difficult time

concentrating. They are quite physically active.

The clay project (3-D figures in Sculpey) is hard for the S to do; clay pots

would have been easier to demonstrate understanding of 3-D.

T told the S about her plans to interview each member of the group, possibly

during lunch time.

Jan didn't seem to try on this project very much; she mostly toyed with her clay

rather than make a figure. The other S still translate for her although T thinks

that she understands L2 much better than she shows. Perhaps it is a way to get

more attention? Alb is far less moody today.

It has been 10 days since the last session; it appears that S are using more L1

than they had been in previous session. The L1 is used when they talk among

themselves. Vic & Cel are strong in L2 useage; they always try to explain to T

in L2 until she understands.

Del is quiet by nature but carries out all directions so she seems to understand

L2 well.

Rey doesn't show much effort on whatever the project is; she loves to chatter in

L1 and requires much attention from both T & S.
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APPENDIX J

NOTES ON FIELD TRIP TO RESTAURANT

AND DALLAS MUSEUM OF ART
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APPENDIX J

Notes on Field Trip to Restaurant and Dallas Museum of Art

All permission notes except Janet's were returned to the teacher. Students

had chosen a restaurant near their apartments for dinner, and the teacher made

arrangements for free drinks and dessert to be supplied by the restaurant, with

entrees paid for by the teacher. The original date had been changed because of

students' participation in the school talent show. The field trip took place during

the last week of school.

Janet was absent on the day of the trip. Celia said it was because she had

to go to the doctor for "something in her hair." Students assured the teacher

they could direct her to their homes after the trip. No translator came for the

excursion so the teacher and students were very dependent on their abilities to

communicate with each other.

Upon arrival at the restaurant at about 3:45 pm, the students noticed Janet

standing across the street with her mother and some adult friends, walking

towards their apartment. The students hailed her; Celia was adamant about

getting Janet to come on the trip. Janet and her mother came to talk with the

teacher, with Celia translating. The mother wanted Janet to join the group but

Janet obviously didn't want to. The teacher explained to Janet's mother that she

would drive Janet home afterward; the mother told Janet she must go with the

group. Janet would not eat any solid food but she did have a soft drink.
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While eating, the students were very talkative, all speaking in Spanish.

The students asked for bags to put all uneaten food into and took it with them

when leaving. Not a crumb was left on the tables.

At the museum, the group went first to the educational wing. The

computers were an immediate attraction to the students. They would have

stayed with the computers the whole time, if left to their own devices. The

students quickly caught on to the directions, which were on the screen and also

audible, in English. Later the group went to the pre-Colombian section and

there was much giggling over the fertility carvings. None of the children had

ever been to the museum and were very excited at how much there was to see.

Celia seemed familiar with the Peruvian weavings and said she had seen

similar things while living in Peru. Delia said her grandmother made

embroidered shirts like the ones from Guatemala. It was very difficult to keep

the students from touching the exhibits; to them, it was natural to touch items

and difficult to understand why it was against the rules. The students had many

questions and were excited during the entire museum visit.

When the group arrived at the gallery housing the romantic European

collection of paintings, they became excited because they had seen some of

these paintings in slides from a Go Van Gogh presentation at school. This

clearly showed how important it is to expose students to art works, even when

they may not understand all the details about the work. The more familiar
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students are with the visual art work, the more enthusiastic they become when

they see the work in person. The students also quickly identified the original

paintings the computer program had used for teaching about landscapes. The

students asked why there weren't more paintings from Mexico.

It was very difficult to get the students to leave the museum; they knew

there were many other things they didn't have time to see. The teacher

encouraged the children to bring their families back during the summer, with a

reminder that the museum is free.

There was no problem returning the students to their respective homes.

Five of the six children lived close together at an apartment complex. Delia

lived with an Anglo family from school because her mother was their

housekeeper. Vicente noticed every detail of many peripheral things during the

outing, including the teacher's car being almost out of gas.

It was a very enjoyable trip for both students and teacher; the language

barrier never proved to be insurmountable.
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